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he D.H.Lawrence Society of

Australia broke new ground in

May by staging its first

Members of the DHL Society go walkabout at Collaroy

BYTIIE, SEA

Lawrence seminar. The event was a

follow-up to the pilgrimage by steam

train to Thirroul in February this year.

The seminar, on Sunday May 29,

Iargely concentrated on Lawrence' s

Australian stay, and was held at

Collaroy. Its title was "In the Footsteps

ol Lawrence" and the setting was

appropriate, for the northern beach areas

were vividly described in the early

section of Kangaroo, when Richard

Lovatt Somers and his wife Harriett

made their expedition by tram from

Manly, northward through the suburbs

of Harbord, Brookvale, Dee Why and

Collaroy to the terminus at Narrabeen.

There can be no doubt that Lawrence

and Frieda themselves made this tram

trip, and Robert Darroch believes it was

on the last Sunday in May in 1922,

hence the timing ol the seminar.

Nineteen members of the D.H.L. Society

came for the day's proceedings which

began at 10 am and ended at 5pm, with a

break for a lively barbecue lunch in

the garden.

Members present were the

organisers, Robert Darroch and Sandra

Jobson (at whose house the seminar

was held), Paul Eggert, John Lacey,

John Ruffels, Andrew Moore, Steve

O'Connor, John Shaw, Liz Shaw,

Marilyn Valentine, Jean Black, Kim

McCauley, Ted St John, Val St John,

John Rothwell, Christine de Mattos,

Robin Archer, Drew Cottle, and

Margaret Jones.

Dr Paul Eggert led off with a paper

called "Open Secrets: Lawrence in

pre-war Austria and Italy". This dealt

with the period when. Frieda having

left her husband, she and Lawrence

were roaming the Continent, and

laying the foundations of their stormy,

difficult, but emotionally rich union.

Paul Eggert read from a previously

unpublished essay by Lawrence,

reflecting on national differences

between the English and the Germans.

But much of his talk concentrated on

Lawrence and Frieda's wanderings in

the Tyrol and in Italy, in particular with

Lawrence's descriptions of shrines and

small chapels, often depicting a suffering

Christ.

Dr Eggert argued in his paper that

Lawrence's obsession with the tortured
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SEMINAR BY THE SEA
(cont'd.from p 1)

Christ figures may relate to his guilt over

taking Frieda away from her husband,

Ernest Weekley.

Sandra Jobson, who has written a

history of the Collaroy Basin area, called

her paper: "The Collaroy Lawrence and

Frieda Visited 1n 1922". At that time the

northern Peninsula comprised a string of

sleepy villages that ran along the coast,

while Collaroy was particuiarly favoured

by country people down in Sydney for the

summer and other school holidays by the sea'

Sandra Jobson outlined the general

history of the district, starting with its

geologicai formation' through Aboriginal

settlement, to the first white settlement,

its bequest by the Jenkins family to the

Salvation Army, then to subdivision in

1912, and to the building of substantial

houses. such as Hinemoa, which maY

have been the model for St Colomb in

Kangaroo, where Mr and Mrs Somers

had afternoon tea.

During a break in the seminar' Robert

Darroch 1ed a walk around Collaroy and

he and Sandra pointed out features of

interest, thus illustrating both their

papefs.

Robert Darroch's PaPer, "In the

Footsteps of Lawrence at Narrabeen and

Collaroy", is largely covered in his article

on this subject in the June edition of the

Society' s j our nal, Rananint.

In the novel. the Somers travel up to

Narrabeen on a Sunday excursion' By

chance, at the fictional St. Colomb, they

encounter their Murdoch Street neigh-

bours, Jack and Victoria Callcott, and

have afternoon tea with them, thus

cementing the friendship which will

eventually lead, through the agency of

the Calicotts, to the renting of Coo-ee at

MullumbimbY, better known to us as

Wyewurk at Thirroul. Robert Darroch

argues (though this has been challenged

by others) that in real life Lawrence and

Frieda were not idly house hunting but

had a rendezvous at or near the end of the

tram ride, and that rendezvous was with a

real-life secret army leader called Jack

Scott, which the "Darroch Thesis" claims

to be the real-life model for Jack Callcott'

Dr Andrew Moore's PaPer "Kanga'

roo on Trial: the CamPaign to Save

Wyewurk", deals with the struggle to

preserve WYewurk in the form the

Lawrences knew it, following an attempt

at renovation in 1988 by the present

owner, real estate agent, Michael Morath'

Andrew Moore argued that the

organised campaign to stop extensive

alterations to WYewurk involved

questions of heritage value, architectural

taste. and cultural identity. But more

than that, the campaign to save Wyewurk

broadened out into contesting viervs on

the merits of Kangaroo' and whether

Lawrence had correctlv rnterpreted the

Australian exPeriencc.

The anti-Lawrence school saw him as

an interloper who had somehow under-

mined Australia's clain-r to possess an

indePendent culture of rts own Dr

Moore's PaPer showed how the Save

Wyewurk campaign brought all sorts of

negative and sometimes virulent feelings

bubbiing to the surface.

Christine de Mattos sPoke on "A

Student's Experience of Kangaroo" , and

outlined her research into membership ol

the New Guard in Thirroul in the early

1930s. She found no tangible tinks with

the pcriod when Lawrencc was in

Thirroul. but said there was potential for

further research.

John Ruffels spoke on:"Holidayin'e at

Thirroul in the EarlY Years of the

Century", and quoted extensively (see

page i9) from the memories of Mr

I-aurence Harrison, whose familY

holidaYed at Thirroul before WW 1 '

Mr Harriscr wrote Jf ti'e doYs when

families brought their maids with them to

their beach houses, when women wore

neck-to-knee costumes and floppy hats as

they bathed, and children PlaYed

decorously with buckets and spades'

Final speaker of the daY rvas John

Lacey, editor of Rananim, and train buff,

who organised the trip to Thirroul and

will be the organiser for our proposed trip

to Sri Lanka, which, of course, will

feature as many train rides as possible'

John Lacey sPoke on "Lawrence in

Cey1on", and outlined with words and

colour slides the charms of Sri Lanka,

with its hill stations, national parks, and

remains of ancient cities.

For more neq's of the ProPosed Sri

Larkan triP, see oP6xrsite Pasc,

- )Iargaret Jones
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Kandy is Darudy
ur planned trip to Sri Lanka has

been postponed as various
difficulties have militated against

a January tour.
The recent elections there have seen

the first change ofgovernment in 17

years, and the curious situation has arisen
where the President, who has extensive
executive powers, and the Prime Minister
have conflicting party loyalties. A
Presidential election is due at the end of
this year. All those who love the
resplendent isle and its people hope that
the civil war and the communal distur-
bances will end and that the country will
return to peace and prosperity.

Assuming that this does occur, we are

looking at a tour in July-August 1995 to
coincide with the Kandy Esala Perahera.
A perahera is a religious procession, and
that hcld in the Buddhist month of Esala
in the upland city of Kandy is one of
Asia's greatest f'estivals. This perahera

runs over ten ni-ehts and culminates in a 2

km long procession of celebrants -
thousands of dancers, drummers,
musicians and a hundred elephants with
hejewelled and decoraled caparisons.

The centrepiece of the parade is the
illuminated caparison on the elephant
Raja which holds a replica of the Sacred
Tooth which is venerated in Kandy's
Temple of the Tooth. This tooth was
recovered from the Buddha's funeral
pyre, embedded in 7 cm of ivory and, as

legend has it, smuggled from India to
Lanka in the tresses of a princess of
Orissa. Once the Portuguese invaded the

island, it was taken inland and installed in
Kandy. It is held on a golden wire rising
from a golden lotus, enclosed in glass and

covered by seven gold caskets.
Typical of Sri Lanka, the perahera is

not only a Buddhist ceremony, but a

secular one as well. Many Hindu
elements are incorporated, and on the day

Please register your interest in the
trip by dropping a note to John
Lacey at the Society's address.

after the final night the lay custodian
reports to the nation's President that the
perahera is donc. This ceremony was

carried out belbre the King of Kandy
prior to his conquest by the British in
1 8 1 5 and confirmed that the return of the

Tooth had rencwed the Kandyan spirit of
nationhood.

When Lawrence was in Kandy a

special perahera was celebrated lbr the

Prince of Walcs. Lawrence described the

SCCNC:

...the Perahera was wonderful:
it was night, and flaming
torches of cocoanut blazing,
and the great elephants in their
trappings, about a hundred,
and the dancers with tomtoms

(in Sri Innka
in August)

and bagpipes, and half naked
and jewelled, then the Kandyan
chiefs in their costumes, and
more dancers, and more
elephants, and more chiefs, and
more dancers, so wild and
strange and perfectly
fascinating, heaving along by
the flames of torches in the hot,
still, starry night.

We hope to travel to Kandy and on to
Nuwara Eliya by a restored steam-hauled
train running as the Viceroy Special
(although Ceylon only ever had a
governor) which consists of two
observation saloons and a restaurant car.

This is ideal lor viewing the stunning
scenery of this route, with its jungles,

wild waterfalls next to the track, tea
gardens and its climb to the world's
highest broad gauge summit of 6,226
feet. Even if we are not able to travel on

the Viceroy Special, the ordinary trains
convey a first class observation car with
comlbrtable seats and deep windows at

the rear of the train.
As well as visiting the DHL sites of

Colombo, Kandy and Nuwara Eliya we

also intend to visit the ancient cities of
Anuradapura and Polunnawurra and the

monolith at Sigiriya (for more on this
read Arthur C. Clarke's The Fountains of
Paradise). From the mountains we will
descend to the sea and stay at both the

1684 built New Oriental Hotel and the

contemporary Triton. - John Lacey
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AnAffableAcM
It was cold and wet on Sunday 24

July when the Society held its first
Annual General Meeting in the

McKinnon Room at North Sydney

Leagues Club. The choice of venue

surprised some but it was redolent
with subtle literary associations as the

late Club President Harry McKinnon
was wont to interrupt Rugby League

management meetings with explo-
sive extracts from Coriolanus or
reflections from Omar. Also there is a

numerological connection, for the Bears

last won the Premiershipin 1922, the year

of l.awrence's visit to North Sydney.

The meeting chaired by Ray

Southall was marked by an absence

of malice, but the presence of
affability, unlike the AGMs of some

other organisations. Due to the

pressure of work, Beverley

Burgmann reluctantly relinquished the

responsibilities of Secretary, and *re

meeting warmly welcomed Margaret
Jones as the new Secretary. The

Committee is otherwise the safire.

The meeting unanimously

accepted the Treasurer's report and

his recommendations for membership

fees. As the Inaugural Meeting of the

Society was held in November, and

the membership year required by the

Constitution ends in June. renewing

members would pay half of the

appropriate fee for 1994/1995, while
new members would pay the full fees.

The fees remain at $30 local and $50

overseas.

The Society has a total of 62

members and has conducted an

excursion to Thirroul and hosted a

Seminar at Collaroy, as well as

producing one 12 page and two24
page editions of Rananim. The
original intention was to produce four
12page issues each year but the

Editor now hopes to produce at least

three 24 page editions. The Editor
appeals for more contributions from
more members. Please see guidelines

for Contributon, page 2. - John Lacey

Patanoitto
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n my first triP to Darlington,

24 kilometres east of Perth, to

look for Leithdale, once run

as a guesthouse by Mollie Skinner' where

Lawrence and Frieda stayed for 12 days

during their time in Western Australia in

May 1922,I was told bY some local

residents that I should also go over to the

other side of the valley and see the place

where the Old Dairy used to be. "D'H'

Lawrence used it as a writer's retreat,"

they said.

Their instructions were easy to

follow: Number 245 Mills Road, about a

kilometre-and-a-half from Leithdale' I

identified it by a small brass plate on its

gatepost which saYs:

THE
OLD DAIRY
BUILT 1890

USED AS A
RETREAT BY

D.H. LAWRENCE
1922

As I read the wording I couldn't helP

comparing Darlington's Pride in

Lawrence's visit with the antagonism

towards Lawrence demonstrated by some

- but, fortunatelY, not all - of the

residents of Thirroul.

Although I couldn't recall anY

references to Lawrence having used an

old dairy as a retreat while he was in

Darlington, I put this down to my lack of

local knowledge. Moreover, at the

bottom of Mills Road was a Lawrence

Close; Darlington had obviously taken

Lawrence to its bosom'

It wasn't until mY second visit to

Darlington that my suspicions about ''the

Old Dairy" were aroused. The present

owners of Leithdale, Ruth and Simon

Knowles, showed us a curious little

Ratatc<:eto

octagonal "folly" in the garden at the

back of the house. This little building,

they said, was the "O1d Dairy"' They had

first been told this by Nicola Banner, who

researched a school project on Leithdale

and had found a local long-time resident'

Gwen Hearne, whose parents had bought

Leithdale from Mollie Skinner to run as a

convalescent home from 1930 to 1955'

Two Old Dairies, both connected to

Lawrence, in the one small town? To

paraphrase Oscar Wilde. two OId Dairies

sounded like carelessnessl So began my

attempts to solve the Great O1d Dairy

Mystery.
As anyone who has undertaken

research will know, once you get a whiff

of an anomaly, you can't rest until it is

solved. It was to be a quest that would

lead me to a number of the older

residents of Darlington and which was to

provide me with a lot of local gossip

(including the name of the aileged

possessor of "the longest appendage in

the district"). Certainly I began to get

the feel of the place. (As well, I have

come away with a detailed knowledge of

the dairy industry of Western Australia' a

subject I had not hitherto dreamed of

investigating).

My first more was to rvrite a letter to

the occupants of 245 N'lills fto3fl (uho

weren't home when we were there

previously)' This drew a blank - they

didn't rePlY and I didn't know their

name. so couldn't ring them' So I rang

Gwen Hearne who still lives in

Darlington and is now in her mid-

seventies. She was most helpful' She

was only ten when her parents bought

Leithdale but she can recall seeing Mollie

Skinner going round with a cigarette

hanging out of her mouth and being

bossy. But, said Gwen,Nellie Beakbane'

Mollie's partner in the guesthouse, was a

"real ladY".

Gwen also said that when her mother

set up a convalescent home at Leithdale'

ih.y blrtrg;-: in a few extra cows to add

to Mollie's one, and Gwen's brother

milked them each morning before going

to schooi, Putting the milk and the

separated cream into the "old dairy", the

little building at the back of the house'

The building has a wooden door and

a small window high up near its ceiling

and another, tiny window on the opposite

wa1l. It looks more like a substantial

toilet than a "dairy". and indeed, I

suspect that this is $hat it might have

been in the beginning (although it is a

little too large - unless it had a table with

a \\'ater pitcher and basin as well). It is
about six-to-ten metres from the existing

back of the house, which has been

considerably extended and altered from

the original layout. It has a disused set of

stone steps that lead up to it side-by-side

with an old brick path that leads up to an

ancient mulberry tree, and would have

made an ideal too for guests to visit, far

enough awaY from the house not to

oft-end sensitive noses' and close to the

back cart track for removal of pans' It is

in keeping with the grandiose vision of

the man who built Leithdale in 1894,

John A11pike, who planned the house as a

series of octagonal shaPes, with a

verandah right around it, a magnificent

hallway with tesselated tiled floor,

marble fireplaces imported from Ita1y,

chandeliers. and even a ballroom' That

the little building was dispensed rvith as a

toilet later uhen the house *as plumbed

is verr likell. ior there is a section of the

side rerandah *all which is white-

*'ashed. su-sgesting that a new loo had

been constructed there at a later date'

Thus it might then have been used to

store milk, as Gwen Hearne says' I asked

her where the cows were actually milked

and she said theY were milked in the

sheds up near the three uncovered wells

which had been wine or water vats in the

early 1890s when the Leithdale estate of

20-or-so acres had been a vineyard'

There was also a stable and a chicken

coop. It is probable that the wash-house

was also in these sheds as the water had

to be drawn from the well bY Mollie's

assistant, an old man called Martin, who

stoked the copper for the washing' This

tallies with Mollie Skinner's description

of sitting with Lawrence outside the



theOnD
wash-house, and how he went over to
"the redgum by the stable" and brought
back a lump of sap, and how they walked
back "down to the house".

So what about the other Old Dairy
over in Mills Road? My quesr led me to
Arthur Dall, who srarted the first milk run
in Darlington when he

returned from World War
I L Arthur said there were

only three dairies in
Darlington in the early days
that he knew of, although
plenty of people had the

odd cow and sold their
nei_thbours their excess

milk. The first dairy in
Darlington was Rangers'
nerr lhe now delunct nine-
hole golf course off
Darlington Road and on the
opposite sidc of the valley.
Old Mr Ranger let his cows
w'ander all over Darlin_eton

and he complained they got
hit by golf balls when they
wrnrlered on to lhe course.
The golfcrs were not
sympathetic to his com-
plaints.

Arthur Dall said I

should contact Peter Fischer
who owned one of ihe othcr
trvo big farms at Darlington
which had cows, and also
Kelvin Praeter, who owned
the other farm. By
accident, when I rang 013 to
get Peter Fischer's number.
despite the fact that I very
carefully spelt his name
with a "c", I was given another person by
the name of Brian Fisher without a "c".
Unaware at that stage of Telecom's error,
I spoke to Brian Fisher, who turned out to
be a mine of information about
Darlington, and gave me Pip Colbourne,s
number.

Pip Colbourne was even more
helpful. Unlike Arthur Dall, he rhoughr
there had been a dairy in Mills Road
despite the fact that the drainage on the

lot was bad and not suitable for dairy
farming. Pip suggested I ring his friend
Colin "Nobby" Clarke, now a marine
electrician in Fremantle, who used to live
at 245 Mills Road. Pip also suggested I
ring Peter Fischer with a "c". So I then
rang Peter Fischer and asked him about
the Old Dairy. Like Arthur Dall, he said

The "Old Dairy" at Leithdale

he could recall no dairy in Mills Road,
and he also confirmed that the oldest
dairy was Rangers' on the old Saw estate

near the golf course. The Praeters had a

dairy, too, with a stone wall around the
holding yard where the cows were
miiked.

My next step was to contact the
historian of the Mundaring Shire, Ian
Elliott, who confirmed the existence of
the three dairies which Arthur Dall and

Peter Fischer knew of, and, like them, he
couldn't recall there ever being a dairy in
Mills Road.

Yet there was that sign on the
gatepost. Moreover, the next street down
the hill from Mills Road was Lawrence
Close. There must be some connection, I
thought. Then there was the persistent

linking of Lawrence to an

old diary. Perhaps I might
get a clue from the naming
of Lawrence Close. I rang
the local shire council who
advised me to ring the

Department of Land
Administration's Geo-
graphic Names section at

Midland. There I asked

about the origins of the

name Lawrence Close.

Their records showed that

in 1977 the Mundaring
Shire Council had decided
to rationalise some of the

street names in Darlington.
One of them was Constance

Street, which was cut in
two by a creek. The
council decided it would be

more sensible to divide the

stieet into two dead-end

streets and give one side a

new name rather than go to
the expense of constructing
a bridge over the creek. So

it asked the local Resi-
dents' and Ratepayers'

Association to suggest a

suitable name. In a letter to
the Council. the then

secretary, Mr A. (Tony)
Stockwell suggested "Lawrence" and in
1981 the name was duly approved. The
prescnt secretary ol the Association,
Beth Sawyers, could find no correspond-
ence on the subject but put me on to
Peter Day, who had been president of the
Association back in 1977 when it had
suggested the name. He confirmed that
the suggestion of "Lawrence" was indeed
to celebrate the fact that DHL haci visited
Darlington. Peter said he was not aware

cont'd over page
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cont'dfromP 5

THB MYSTERY OF THE
OLD DAIRY

of any connection between Lawrence and

an old dairy in Mills Road, and he

suspected that there had never been a

dairy on that site. So the connection

between Mills Road and Lawrence Close

must have been PurelY accidental'

By this time I had gathered a lot of

useful information about Darlington' But

I feared I'd never get any closer to

solving the mystery of the Old Dairy'

My main hoPe was NobbY Clarke, the

marine electrician now based in Freman-

tle who had lived at 245 Mills Road in

the 1970s. There were no electricians by

the name of Clarke in Fremantle in the

Yellow pages, so I tried looking uP

MARINE and found one company,

Arrow. which was listed as "marine

electricians". A call to them located

Colin "Nobby" Clarke who worked there'

A well-modulated, friendly-sounding

voice answered and I exPlained mY

mission.
"Yes," he rePlied, "D.H' Lawrence

stayed in my old house, he must have, it
was virtually the only place in Darlington

at that time. It used to be a dairY"'

But what about the fact that Law-

rence had stayed at Leithdale during his

time at Darlington? I asked. NobbY

Clarke then said that he had read about

this more recently in Molly Skinner's

book and conceded that he was wrong:

Lawrence had stayed at Leithdale, not in

his house. But, he added "I went round

for 20 years telling people Lawrence had

stayed in mY house." Was he, then,

responsible for the sign on the gatepost?

"What sign?" he asked, denYing anY

knowledge of it.

I then asked had it ever been a dairy?

Nobby said he was sure it must have been

because it had delapidated sheds which

later fell down, some crumbling concrete

troughs, an old stone wall for a yard, and

the whole property was fenced agricultur-

ally. Moreover, there was a permanent

water supply from a spring which came

out of a cliff. This is not conclusive

proof, however, that it was purely a dairy'

It might have been a farm which had

some cows.

If NobbY Clarke, who had created the

idea that Lawrence had used the "Old

dairy" as a retreat, hadn't been the person

who erected the brass Plate on the

gatepost, who had? A former Darlington

estate agent, Bob Wootten, said he

vaguely recalled that there was a stgn on

the gatepost when he was involved last

year in selling the house, which at that

time belonged to Michael Wilden to its

present owner. A third attempt to find

the present owner proved lucky. His

name is Alan Dodds' and he bought the

house in December 1993 from Michael

Wilden. He showed me the back of the

house where the remains of a small and

very old stone building have been

incorporated into the present modern

wooden structure.

Inside, two little rooms of the old

building remain, with little windows and

The brass Plate at 245 Mills Road

low doorframes made from wood that is

now very old. Alan Dodds said he had

heard from "hearsay, or perhaps the

person we bought the house from" that

the old building had once been a dairy'

0n one boundarY of the ProPertY and

acioss part of the front of the house is

also the remains of an o1d stone rrall

which is now bowed in places As to an1'

link with D.H. Lawrence, Alan knew of

none - apart from the brass plate on the

gatepost which was there when he bought

the house. He didn't know who had

erected it.
I then went to the DePartment of

Land Administration at Midland to search

for the previous owners of 245 Mills

Road, formerlY 36 Mills Road, and

before that, Lot 71 ' A computer title

search revealed that Lot 71 was created

in 19 I 7 out of a large Parcel of land

owned by George Lukin and HenrY

Merino Cooke. Title to Lot 7l was

transferred in 1917 to William Arthur

Cook, a master printer of Subiaco, and

Frederick Wilhelm Tham, saddler. They

still owned LtT l in 1922.

Colin Moffat Clarke ("NobbY")

bought the property in 1972 and sold it in

July 1988 to Terence Peter Banning and

Sylvia Ann Watson, who sold it to

Michael Wilden in June 1989. He sold it

to Alan Dodds in December 1993'

As Nobby Clarke said he had not

erected the brass plate, it must have been

either Terence Banning or Michael

Wilden because Alan Dodds said it was

there before he came along' and the

former estate agent, Bob Wootten. said it

was there when he was selling the house'

I tried to find Miachel Wilden but was

told he'd "gone to the Eastern States",

which, in WA parlance is equivalent to

saying he'd disappeared off the face of

ihe earth. A preiiminary attempt to find

him in Sydney via 01 3 proved hopeless

but I shall continue to hunt for him' So I

tumed to Terence Banning. The Perth

phonebook listed four Bannings' The

first two drew a blank. but once again'

third time luckY! Terry Banning's

daughter toid me he was currentlY

overseas with Sylvia Watson. She said

she had visited the house in Darlington on

several occasions but could not recall any

brass piate. "Dad wouldn't do that kind

of thing," she added. She put me on to

Sylvia Watson's daughter, who also said

that despite visiting the house in Mi1ls

Road many times, she couldn't recall a

brass plate on the gatepost either' She

very helpfullv gave me Terr-r' Banning

and S-vlvia \,\'atson's address in England,

and I har e \\'ntten to them asking if they

kno*' oi an1 link bet*'een Lawrence and

the propenr and also whether they know

u ho put up the plaque. So far, no reply'

Br no*. I had more or less cracked

the m1 :terr oi the Old Dairy. It looks as

if tre link girh La*rence was nothing

more th3n a surmise of \obby Clarke's

that Larirence had staled at his place' He

had deduced "the Old Dairy"'' Either

Terry Banning or Michael Wilden had put

up thc Plaque, and I hoPe to get to the

bottom of this before too long'

But something still niggled at the

back of mY mind. WhY had there been

such a persistent belief in Darlington that

Lawrence had a connection with an old

dairy? Why the reference to "the old

dairy" at Leithdale? Maybe there was a

deeper reason for the myth which could

R44at<re
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be traced back to Lawrence's time in
Darlington.

We know that Mollie Skinner's
returned WWl injured veteran brother,
Jack, on whom she based the hero of The
Bo y- irt the Basfi, moved to Darlington
from his returned soldier settlement farm
at Kalumunda in the Hills, when Mollie
took up residence at Leithdate. His new
patch was "an unstocked three acres by
the brook" but he probably began ro farm
it soon after arriving. We know that he

kept ducks, and he probably had a cow to
supply himself and his mother with milk.
Mollie says that he brought his mother's
cottage over lrom the old site and rebuilt
it next to an existing shack at Darlington
which he lived in. We know from
Lawrence's own letters to Mollie Skinner
that he would wander down to Jack's
little plot and would pay a visit to
Mollie's mother, a once-grande-dame of
Perth society, but now old and down on
her luck.

We also know that after Mollie's
nother's death, Mollie suffered a

i.r\ ous reaction, even though she said
th:r hrJ nersl [sgn really close. As a

result. \ellie Beakbane closed down
Lsthdale ior a rr hile and went to
England *hile \lollie u,ent and lived in
her mother's litrle house - using it as a

writer's retreat as Lasrence had urged
her to to in "that little cottase on the

creek slope".
I decided to r+y and find if the two

little cottages still stood. Once again, the

close-knit society of Perth and

Darlington was to supply the answer.

We had visited Perth's best antiquarian
bookshop in search of Lawrence material
and had met its owners, Robert and
Helen Muir (nee Durack), who told us

that their friends, Gail and David
Gregson, a well-known WA artist, lived
at Darlington "next door to the little
house Mollie Skinner lived in". A trip
up to Darlington the following Saturday
was rewarding. The little cottage is

situated next to an old oak tree on a
narrow strip of land running side-by-side
with a wedge-shaped allotment down to
the "brook", as both Lawrence and the
locals called Nannya creek. The
adjoining wedge-shaped block is now
vacant, as the old cottage on it (Jack's)
was condemned and demolished recently.
Gail and David, who have lived in their
house for 32 years, say that the remain-
ing cottage used to be owned by an old
man called Mr Rawson who told them

that Mollie Skinner had lived there.

We went dow'] to look at the cottage

more closely, walking through the soft
mossy grass strewn with large gumnuts,
past wattle brightly in bloom. The old
oak tree still had some leaves because the
winter had been so short and gentle.

Down from the house was the brook,
which usually only runs in winter.
Lawrence had visited in late autumn, by
which time the brook itself would have
probably dried up, although the sudden
rain storm on the day of Lawrence's
arrival in Fremantle might have
provided some water. But Lawrence
mentions a pond and the ducks. Jack
Skinner had most likely dammed the
creek to provide his cow and other
animals with drinking water during
summer.

A little, and very old, wooden
footbridge with no railing leads over the
creek to a large cleared paddock with
the rurnains of a loose stone wall on two
sides. This paddock isjoined to the
wedge-shaped allotment on the other
side of the creek and was the three acres

which her brother took up, referred to
by Mollie Skinner inThe Fifth Sparrow.
We know Lawrence would walk down
from Leithdale to visit Mollie's mother:

The path down the hollow
under the gum trees, to your
mother's cottage; and those
big ducks - Your mother
didn't belong to our broken,
fragmentary generation; with
her oriental rugs in that little
wooden bungalow, and her
big, easy gesture oflife. It was
too small for her, really.

The most likely path he would have

taken would have been up the hill
behind Leithdale and down a track to
the dirt road, then along the right-of-
way by the stone wall of the paddock,
across the little wooden footbridge, and

up the slope to Mollie's mother's
cottage.

If any of the locals had observed the
pale, red-bearded Englishman making
his way through the grey bush towards
the cottage and Jack's little farm, on
which there was a cow, although not a

dairy, the visits might well have gone

into Darlington folklore. The fact rhat
Mollie later used the cottage as a

writer's retreat could also have added to
the legend. Or maybe there was no

association whatsoever between
Lawrence and an old dairy in
Darlington - apart from Nobby Clarke's
assumption.

Either way, I rest the Case of the

Old Dairy for the moment. Perhaps I
shall find out more. No matter the final
outcome, it is to Darlington's credit
that, perhaps a little over-zealously,
they have commemorated Lawrence's
stay there so generously.

- Sandra Jobson

R4r@t*&
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The remains of the "Old Dairy" at Mills Road
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THE,LAV
This is an edited version ol q! address to the Laqgnd Literature society

';Apiit-i9,1994,by Peter E. King

o my mind, as a legal

practitioner, the Practice of

law in Australia is at an

interesting crossroads. We could see

it become paltry and of little merit or

become a great tradition and its study

a central Part of the wider culture

which both Lawrence and F'R'

Leavis thought was essential to a

vibrant societY.

Lawrence recognised in his

Australian novels that the law could

not be avoided, that ultimatelY law

did hold society together even if in a

mechanistic waY and generated its

own morality, tawdry and insubstan-

tial and unsatisfying though it is'

Jack, in The BoY in the Bush ' knew

he could not get the new societY he

wanted, even in the outer reaches of

north-west Australia. What worried

Lawrence suPremelY and what he

sought to address rvas the verY

lifelessness that modern law and

social conditions had Produced' A

life of prescription, under law, under

modern law, was adequate, sufficient'

admired bY societY and imPelled bY

the conditions it had created' But for

Lawrence it is not life or life giving'

To exPlain whY, I think, it is

helpful to examine Dr Leavis's

assessment of Lawrence and whether

it tells us anything about the failings

of Lawrence's view of Australia or

the law. Leavis is PerhaPs an

annoying critic. I think he's a

modern in that he has a PalPable

inner anger - an anger of vision of a

highly intelligent man whose ideas

and ambitions have not met with

every success. He is PomPous and

often uses obscure turns of Phrase,

but there is no doubt he is and

remains one of the forernost potent

literary critics of the century to those

who have an ahiding interest in

English literature and literarY

criticism as an independent art from

and as Part of our culture' The

ruthlessness of his purpose, and the

bluntness (not wittiness) of his

expression, makes Leavis to contem-

porary eyes, too frequently' arrogant

and a little quaint, if not old fash-

ioned. But for the Purpose in hand'

Leavis still has a criticaily important

modernity. That importance relates

in part to the description that Law-

rence gives to the Australian culture'

the *ell springs oleristence in our

countr\'. and the assessment that

Leavis n.rakes of that np-e oiuriting anJ

that t-vpe of uriter and the r ital spirit of 'l

nation's literature and is people'

Levis, like La*rence' had a strong

sense of the sickness of the n.rodern

world. To Leavis, at ieast' the

inordinate cause of this sickness is

the technologico-Benthamite social

structure, or in the language of

jurisprudence, the law of the positiv-

ists and the great administrators of a

scientific system of law and justice'

The lawYers who clamber to be

somebody as part of a system in itself

and make others somebodY through

the law he held in loftY contempt'

Both Lawrence and Leavis in their

different disciplines make observa-

tions about law which lawyers hardly

understand and which few lawYers'

except perhaPs aPPellate judges

reflecting on the words of others, ever

grapple with. The Problems of a

displaced, uProoted societY (evi-

denced by reported widespread abuse

of drugs, sexual Permissiveness'

alcohol abuse and the "disquality" of

life that taunts the modern world for

both the unemPloYed and the em-

ployed) do not call, in the minds of

some. for more regulation. more law

or more prescription. If anything, this

makes the Problem worse' The more

law there is the less it has anY

meaning, the less opportunity there is

for it to generate its own sense of

morality, the moralitY which binds

society together and gives individuals

a sense of belonging and attachment

one to the other and to the rihole' At

least it 5ecms to nlc that's the uay

trtrth L:s ICD.-s- ;.rnd Leavis have seen

It.

\\'hut inlPresses Leavis so much

3f'og1 I-g\,\, 1.-1;3 figu ever is not his

ruircallr driierent sense of morality

hut rlther Ii. qucit ot' it. His recogni-

tion of the need ior that morality and

that likeness of the modern blank

cultures of the *orld. La*rence may

not be the answer. but he is asking the

right questions. How do u e real1y

live todaY? Having won great

technological battles how does the

human sPirit in ordinarY PeoPle

survive and now revive? Leavis's

solutions are well-known - a better

English dePartment in modern

universities, a new and robust

intelligentsia.
But Leavis is not a snob' He

Ratart;tto



deplores "a high standard of living in
a vacuum of disinheritance" (Nor
Shall My Sword page 79). What he
seeks for the saving of modern
society is "an organi^ community"
and for individuals to have "an
opportunity to be". For me, the
fascinating aspecr of The Boy in the
Buslz is the dramatic and difficult
path Lawrence depicts as being
necessary for the youth of our century
in Australia. We need courage and
lidelity in both a physical and moral
sense so as to achieve stature as

human beings. The orcleal to achieve
it, so magnificently clepicted in the
chapter "Lost" in the book, in the
Australian bush shows just how
dernanding Lawrence is of his heroes
and best citizens and how critical he

is of the society which makes that
path so difficult.

If Lawrence's personal quest is
difficult, yet essenrial and gratifying
tbr the huntan who undertakes the
chlllcnge in this wav. Leavis is more
clcar about how to achieve it. In
ordei to achieve "the collaborative
creation of the world ol signif)cances
and values" (.Nor Sltall Mt strord
pagc 9.1) we must rcgiiin our.culturai
inhcritance. For this purpose the
studv o1-En-slish by persons sensitive
to the needs and nature of a culture is
essential. By this route an educated

t)uhlie . n( )t clites lrrd opplessir c
oligarchies. will clevelop. In this
proccss the uniVersitv's place in
society is critical:

I'he universit.v-' should be a
creative centre of civilisation -
nry' explanation is convey'ed in
my account of rvhat I mean bv
sll ing that. \\ hen t der elop 

'

the proposition by enlarging on
our need of a real and
responsible educated public
there is a shift to the plural: the
constitutive function of the
Universities is to create such a
public, and keep it vitall),
charged, conscious of its
rriponsibility. and properl-v-
rntlucntial. (.Nor Shull My
\;,/t17 page 2(f 1).

. . Enciish dcpartment rn a
--. _. .:-.i:t occomes a co_

:- --: - : :.: rrt Co-Centre 1br all
rrl:;-t i.., : .:. j>. :!.qLliring intelli-
!!'!-,JL- :: i .r'::,::.:ir in tltC prornO-
tion .rni -t:.*.':)'---.-:uc ol'a vital

culture. "Creative quarrelling" is part
of this process and something which
Leavis obviously practised fully with
the aim ofproducing cultural leaders
and in due course "an educated
public". Students from university
will contribute to the complex
collaborative community (Nor Shalt
My Sword page 206) and prevenr the
Americanisation of our community.
Public policy on these (and perhaps
all) matters should not be left in the
hands of democratically elected
politicians but in the hands of the best
or most qualified of our time in the
tradition of Plato. Leavis, however,
is not an absolutist. Only with a

properly educated public will a

democracy work, in spite of the
weakness of such a systent of
governmcnt. He likc Lawrence is
concerned wiih culture, though the

solutions are somewhat ditfbrent.
If our systern of law is a living

part of the social order, is in a sense

parasitic upon it, then Lawrence has a
lot to say to us today. Modern
socictl, in Australia is going through
historic upheaval which many
lawyers appreciate and sympathise
u,ith. I do not only mean (rhough I
do include; problerns surrounding
uncrnployment and social dislocation
associated with it in large areas of
industrialised Australia. but I alscr

mean those of the new technological
world in which we Iive, wherc the

unskilled worker lvhicl.r fornted tl-re

bulk ol'the r.r'orkfbrce in the past is in
the process ol going or has gone,

whelc lhe hurc nots are urowing
cxponentiallv in rclation to thc havcs,
where employment itself did not
mcan what it did ten years ago and
where many young people i'ind
cornhtrt only in despair whcther or
not thcy arc in 'uvork. The problcms
al'e sonlctilt-Ics expressecl as a
breiikdown of larv and order. but is I
tl.rink ntore accuratcly relcrred to iis a
failure ol-culturc.

Lawrence docs not tell us u,hat
the law can do about these problerns.
Whar he tclls us is what thc probient
is and portrays how we as ordinary
peoplc can llx it. As lawyer-s r.vith a

sociul intei'cst rr e lacc tlrc rlucstiorr.
what can wc clo to help'l Thc answcr

is to humanise law, and something
which the Americans have succeeded
partly in doing, "moralise" law, and
make it more relevant in an organic
society. Leavis tells us what we, as

English students, can do about the
problem, and what it is in Lawrence
that matters in answering that
question.

For the lawyer a study of Law-
rence generally and the Australian
novels in particular brings home to us

the utter inadequacy of our system of
law to fulfil hitherto the social need
that only a vibrant culture can fulfil.
A recognition of this is perhaps an
endorsement of the controversial
leave process for appeals to the High
Court, and for a widening to other
tribunals of the type of argument and
acceptance there. It also re-empha-
sises that legislators and judges
should not oppress our socicty with
an excess of law or of legal and

equitable expectations if there is any
hope that the law as passed or
enforced will generate their own
rnorality and a sympathy which
commands respect amongst the
general public. And for barristers
and others vitally interested in thc
processes of thc Iaw, study of thcse
novels reminds us of the desire of
some judges and the tendency of the
law to rnistake morality for public
policy. The great role ofjudgcs,
according to the view, should bc by
sensitive judgements and evocative
sintplc statemcnts of thc law, to
communicate to the public a strong
nroral response and syinpalhy tor thc
laws as enfbrced. Lcavis's
contructionism illustratcs that litcrary
criticisnt still has a role in prornoting
a lasting worthwhilc culture. Leavis
enrphasises in a grand scnse thc
rcsponsibility of those involved in
literaturc to evcry part ttf society.
And this observarion is justit'iccl:
nrost appellate Ian,ycrs. critics and
writers, arc in substantial a-urcentcnt

but the political process has not
provided the ans'nvers to the difl'icult
human sociai prohlents which nccdcd
addru'ssing whcn Luu rcne c arrci

Leavis .,r'rotc. So. thcy should busv
thernsclves and acldrcss lhe conccrns
now.
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D.fI.LAVRENCE,
ANDTTIE,
,TIL" SYNDROME,
"Far be it from me to suS7est that all women should go

rtuming after gamekeepers for lovers'" - D' H' Lawrence' in

"A propos of Ladl' Chatterley's Lovet'' (1929)

y far Lawrence's most famous work - and by no

means his worst - is, of course, Lady Chatterley's

Lover (referred to in Lawrence circles as LCL)'

Without it, Lawrence's reputation would be rather diff-erent'

and his estate much the poorer. In many places (China' to

name but one) virtually the only knowledge of Lawrence is

via LCL. For millions of people it performed the role

Lawrence largely intended: a means of sex'ual enlightenment'

even liberation. It is sat'e to say that LCL is the best-read

erotic book in the language, and perhaps in any language'

(Though Lawrence would have insisted it was pfta11ic rather

than erotic.)

Yet fbr all its fame, what is not so well-knorvn is that its

theme - the illicit love of a titied lady tbr a lowly (but sexy)

gamekeeper - was not all that fiesh, in the sense of original

As Professor Elsie Adams pointed out some years ago (in a

1969 issue of the D.H. Latvrence Review), LCL bears an

uncanny resemblance to a novel published over 40 years

befbre: Cashel Bv'ron's Profession (hereatter known as CBP)'

Moreover, it is very likely that Lawrence read CBP' as it

enjoyed an immense vogue around the turn of the centurv'

rn'hen he was a young man in Nottingham' And although no

one, least of all Prof'essor Adams, is accusing Lawrence of

anything so base as plagarism, the parallels do cast an

informative light on Lawrence's possible source materials'

and to his attitude generally to "originality"'

I can, I hope, assume that readers of this journal will

recall the plot of LCL, at least in broad outline ln which case

the plot of CBP will seem quite familiar' An aristocratic

lady, Lydia Carew, encounters, not a gamekeeper' but a prize-

fighter, Cashel Byron. Like Connie Chatterley' Lydia is

independent and sophisticated - indeed, she is what today

might be called liberated' Yet instead of being repelled by

Cashel's brutish "animal vitality". she soon finds herself

under his physical spell' Eventually she throws convention

aside and, like Connie, runs off with her working-class lover'

The first thing to note is how the titles echo each other:

Larly- Chatterlev's Lover - Cashel Byrort's Profession (and

note also that the titles refer to the objects of the respective

heroines' attentions). Both Lydia and Connie have enjoyed'

unusually tbr their eras, educational advantages' Both have

enlightened fathers. Both tathers warn their daughters of the

social dangers of being loo emancipated' Yet both finally

approve their daughters' choice of low-bom mates'

Even the settings of the two novels are similar' As

Professor Adams pointed out, Lydia is the mistress of an

estate, Wiltstoken Castle, which "stood on an eminence

surrounded by hilly woodland, thirty acres of which were

enclosed as Wiltstoken Park"' LCL readers will recall that

Connie is also mistress of an estate, Wragby Hall' which'

according to Lawrence' "stood on an eminence in a rather

fine old park of oak trees".

Both male targets occup)' Iodges on or near the two

heroines' estates. Both L1'dia and Connie are out walking

r,, hen thel corne across the objects of their future infatua-

tions. Prolessor Adams cites the relevant passages' First'

from CBP:

The trees seemed never-ending: she began to think
tfr. -"tipnttess a forest as ttell as a park' At last she

iu* u, opining. Hastening torvards it' she came

unui, i"ti, the iunlight. antl stopped' dazzled b1 an

;;;;;iii;" rvhich she first t..k to he a beautiful
titira, frrt presenttl' recognist'd' \r ith a strange.glow

o'i'J.iigt t' ut a lir ing mrn'."'tht nran rr as clad in a
i""."u ,lna knee hreeches .t rr hitr materiall and his

i,;;;;;; ir'one like those of a gladiator' His broad
r".t*ui.rt.les. in their rrhite covering., v'ere like
SfJr o1 -r.trle. Even his hair' short' crisp, and

.r.ii, i".t".a like burnished bronze in the evening

light.

ln LCL, Connie corle i rcrr':> the gamekeeper's cottage

the woods:

She turned the corner of rhe house and stopped' In
tt . titU. l ard trr o paces her ond her' the man 11as

;'ili;g lrimself. uiterll ut'at*are' He rtzs naked to

il;ilili h[ i el,]eteen breeches s-lipp.ing.do* n over

i;i;;i;;;.. loins. And his *hite slim back was curved

;;;il;b;i;ioltonpl rvater, in whichhe ducked his

t."ait r'f.i"g his head'irith a queer' quick little
i""trlii,iirti;g his slender rvhite arms, and- pressing

i'rr.i""irv u'aier from his ears,-quick' subtle as a

*.*.f 'pi"virg with rvater, and utterly alone"'in
some curious way it was a visionary experience: it
;;;ii h;; in ttr6 daote of the bodv""lerfect' white'

."fft"iy i,"atty of a creature that lives alone' and

inwardlY alone.
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hat sort of novel is

Kangaroo? To those

unfamiliar with the

arcane world of Law-

rence literary analysis, that might

seem a simple question. It is not.

Today there is little or no agreement

on what Kangaroo is about, nor

precisely what sort of literary work it is'

For many years it was classified

as one of Lawrence's three "leader-

ship" novels (Aaron's Rod, Kanga-

roo, The Plumed Serpent), the idea

here being that the artist was imagin-

ing himself in fiction as a leader.

More recent Australian criticism - eg,

Dr Joseph Davis - has it as "a novel

of place". There is something to be

said for this position. Other interpre-

tations range from the conceivable to

the bizarre.

With so many diverse interPreta-

tions competing with each other, it
might be an idea to see what Law-

rence himself said about the novel'

Admittedly he didn't say much - he

seldom did say anything about his

novels. However, he did leave a few

hints, particularly in his letters - and

especially while he was writing the

novel in Thirroul. And although

many scholars have in the past pored

over these Australian letters looking

for clues, the ground is not as well

trodden as it might at first appear.

So let us PaY attention to what he

does say about the novel, starting

with the first mention of it, in his

li4ay 26, l9lZ,letter to his American

agent, Mountsier, written just before

arriving in Sydney:

I shall try NSW, to see if I want to

stop there and write a novel.

Note the word "trY". Lawrence

originally had gone to CeYlon with

the idea of writing an "Indian novel",

but the weather had, aPParentlY, Put
him off. He had earlier suffered fits

and starts with other novels (Mr
Noon,his "Venice novel", The Lost

Girl, and Aaron's RoA. In a Post-
script to the above letter, written on

30t6122, the day after he arrived in

Thirroul, he adds:

I am going to try to write a romance
- or begin one - while I am here and

we are alone.

It is quite a Puzzle what he meant

by "a romance". He can hardlY have

meant a love storY. And rvhat he did

write cannot by any stretch of normal

language be called a romance. The

novel starts out very realistically. and

in fact echoes many of the observa-

tions Lawrence is making to his

various corespondents overseas. It
is clear that he is taking in a lot about

Australia and Australians, and he

comments extensively in his letters

on what he sees around him in

Sydney and Thirroul. He next

mentions the novel in a letter to

Mabel Dodge Luhan (MDL), written

on Saturday, June 3, exactly a week

after his arrival:

I have started a novel and i f I can go

on with it I shall stay till I've
finished it - till about the end of
August. But if I can't work I shall

comc on to Amcricr.

Here, perhaPs, is the first indica-

tion of the sort of novel Lawrence has

in mind. It is to be a novel he will tr;-

to start and finish in one Place -

Australia (unlike Aaron's Rod, which

spread over a number of countries).

He also hopes to conclude it in three

months - rather quicker than most of

his previous novels (in fact he

finished it in about six weeks). Yet

he has not, apParentlY, worked out

the entire plot, for he does not know

if he will be able to finish it in
Australia. From the outset there is an

element of uncertaintY about the

project.
Next Lawrence sends several

postcards (all dated 5/6122) to various

people overseas. He mentions his

writing intentions in two of them. "If
I can write we shall staY a few

months," he tells S.S. Koteliansky
(Kot). "I am trying to write," he tells

his Ceylon friend, Brewster, "and if I
can get on we shall staY a month or

two." The next proper letter is to his

mother-in-law, Baroness Richthofen

(9t6t22):

I arn in Australia, and suddenlY
u'riting a-eain - a u'eird novel of
Australia.

This is the first definite mention

of the subject of the novel. It will not

only be written in Australia, but will
be "of Australia". And there is

something else: the word "sud-

denly". This seems to hark back to

an sentence earlier in the letter: "".I
must go [on travelling] till I find

something that brings me peace. Last

year I found it at Ebersteinburg.

There I finished Aaron's Rod, and mY

Fantasia o.f tlrc Unconscious'"

Laurence appears to be making a

connection betrveen the problem of
finishing dilficult works, and

particular places. Also note the word
"*eird". Lawrence repeats this

description of Kangaroo a number of

times in his letters, also calling it
"queer" and "different". So, even at

this early stage, he is saying there is

something odd or unusual about his

new novel "of Australia".
On the same daY, the second

Friday after his arrival, Lawrence

also wrote to Mountsier, telling him

more about the novel he had first

mentioned in his previous (26-30161

22) letter:

If the novel I have begun (Pitched

I

I

t
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in Australia) keeps on at the rate it
is going at, it should be ready by
August. But it is a rum sort of
novel, that'll probably bore you.
So don't count on it.

He reiterates that there is some-

thing strange about his new work: "a
rum sort of novel". Also, his U.S.
agent might be put off by it. Would
that be due to its "rumness", or to
something else? But it goes well
(indeed, I calculate that he had

written four, perhaps five of the l8
chapters by 9/6122). He also tells
Mountsier:

I feel rather keen to write an Ameri-
can novel, after Australia.

So well is the novel going that
he's already thinking of his next
no\'L'I. to be set. perhaps in some

similar fashion. in America. Gone
are the problems of Mr lloon and
Aaron's Rod. Whatever he is doing
differently, or whatever his new
"place" is contributing, he apparentll,
thinks he can take advantage of the

phenomenon in America.
On the same day he posts a letter

to Thomas Seltzer, his American
publisher:

I have bcgun a novel, and it seems
to be going well - pitched in Aus-
tralia. Heaven knows if anybody
will like it - no ]ove interest at all so
lar - don't intend any - no sex eithcr.

This "no sex" comment is a
reference to a letter he had recently
received lrom his American poet

friend Amy Lowell in which she

apparently remarked on Lawrence's
reputation as "an erotic writer". To
Seltzer he concedes he has such a

reputation, but adds that in his new
"Australian" novel he'11 "go back on
it". So Kangaroo is not going to be

like Women in Love or The Rainbow.
It ls not going to be (to, perhaps, the

disappointment of Seltzer) about the
subject Lawrence was then renowned

for: human relationships, particularly
male-female relationships. Seem-
ingly he would be writing about

something else. Lawrence also tells
Seltzer:

I should like very much to write an
American novel, after this Austral-
ian one: on something the same
lines. But we'll see. One has to do
what one can do. Only Germany
helped me to the finish of Aaron.

Again the mention of a place
providing the solution to a writing
problem. But the significant phrase

here is: "on something the same

lines]'. What does be mean by this?

Is some new approach implied, one

that gel.s round some previous
difllculty? Or is it merely a reference

to a "setting"? On the same day (his

letters clump, due to the exigencies of
catching mails carried by various

ships) he writes to MDL:

It is a queer novel I'm writing.
but it interests me.

And he adds:

I shall bc so glad il I can write an

American novel from that centre
[Taos, his New Mexico destina-
tionl. It's rvhat I want to do. And I
have learned a lot coming here.

The last sentence is the interesting
one. What has he learned? What has

coming to Australia got to do with it?
Two days later, on 1116122, he again
writes to Seltzer:

I think I'm calling my new novel
Kangaroo. It goes so far - queer
show - pray the gods to be with me,
thrt I finish by August.

This decision, on the title of the

novel, seems to have been taken

around the time he wrote the chapter

which he heads "Kangaroo" (chapter

6), itself named because of the

fanciful resemblance between Cooley
and Australia's national animal. Yet.

interestingly, Cooley is by no means

the main character in the novel. On
the same day, Lawrence writes to his
U.K. publisher, Martin Secker:

Am here in a house on the Pacific
writing a novel - queer sort of quite
different novel, pitched in Australia.

In what way is it different? What
is so unusual about it that Lawrence
keeps repeating this caveat, or
explanation? (Few literary critics,
down the years, have noticed any-
thing especially odd about it. To
most people it reads much like any

other Lawrence novel.) He adds:

The new novel goes well, and I
hope to callit Kangaroo and finish
it by August. Touch wood!

Yet there is some doubt, despite it
"going well", that hewill be able to

bring it to a conclusion. Thus the rest

of the content of the novel - that
following chapter 6 - must still be

unformed in Lawrence's mind. Two
days later (1316122) he writes to his

sister-i n-law, Else Jaffe:

I am busy doing a novel: with
Australia for the setting: a queer
show. It goes fairly quickly...

At this stage, very quickly indeed

- about half a chapter a day. And still
"a queer show". On the same day he

writes to Brewster:

I am writing another novel - pitced
here in Australia - a weird thing of
a novel.

By now it must be conceded that
there is something unusual about
Kangaroo, at least in Lawrence's
mind. It is "weird", "queer". "differ-
ent", "rum", and perhaps not even a

novel in the normal sense: "a weird
thing". (It must, however. be kept in
mind that Lawrence often used words
like this to describe his novels - see

cont'd orer page
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in particular the introduction to the

CUP The Lost Girl. Then again, ILG
was different, and deliberately so,

Lawrence writing it as an unabashed
pot-boiler.)

Six days later (1916122 - a big gap -

missing a UK mail) he writes to MDL:

Am stuck in my novel - wish we could
get away from here in July, but fear I
will haveto wait till August for money.

Ofcourse, this "stuck" reference

must be important to any analysis of
Kangaroo. Clearly something has

occurred to stop the smooth, even

hectic, flow of the writing, something
that even threatens his plan to finish
the novel in Australiar. On the next
day he writes to Seltzer:

I have done more than half of the
novel: the Lord alone knows what
anybody will think of it: no love at
all, and attempt at revolution. I do
hope I shall be able to finish it: not
like Aaron,who stuck for two years,
and Mr Noon, who has been nearly
two years at a fuil stop. But I think
I see my way.

This is another crucial letter. It
again implies that the solution he had

imagined he had found in Australia to
his earlier writing problems has in
some way come undone. However,
the most interesting phrase in this

letter is "attempt at revolution". This

is the first reference in his letters to
the specitic subject matter of the

novel. And it is most curious. For

there is no attempt at revolution
anywhere in Kangaroo. Besides, who

is supposed to be doing the revolting?
The Diggers? Surely not. Any threat

of revolution can only come from the

left. Yet all the novel's action, such as

it is, lies in the other direction.
However, at least we now know that

the novel is, in part at least, intended

to be about politics. On the same day

as this key Seltzer letter, Lawrence
writes to Mountsier:

Done a bit morethanhalf of Kanga-
roo - now slightly stuck. You'11
never like it - though there isn't so
much as the letter S of sex.

Rarazz*

Lawrence seems to be implying
here that Mountsier will be relieved

there isrr', any sex in the novel,

maybe for reasons of avoiding

censorship. On the same day he

also appends a PS to a letter from

Frieda to MDL in which she also

remarks on Lawrence's rr riting
problems: "L has writlen a novel.

gone it full tilt ai Dage 305 - but iras

come to a stop and krci,.s...".

However, as L t:ld Seltzer: "I
think I see my wa1'.'' Aroarently
some resolution to the hiatus ;.:s at

hand.

Three days later (2216i22.\

Lawrence writes a very significant

letter to his U.K. novelist friend,

Catherine Ca.swell, who had just
sent him her new novel, Camomile,

which is told by a narrator via a

diary. Lawrence comments:

"Myself I like that letter-diary

form." (It is my contenrion, of
course. that La\\ rence was doing
somethin-s similar in Kangaroo.)

Then he adds:

I am doinq a novel here - halfdone
it - iunnl sort ofnovel where noth-
i ns happens and such a lot ofthings
-sAc,rrld happen. Scene Australia...

-A,-sain, it's a "funny sort of
novel". But he now ::veals a little
more - tc a fellow novelist - about

the c,ntent. Nct only is it about

-A.ustralia, and about politics in
.Austialia, but it is about events that

should happen, but don't. Surely
this is a reference to the "attempt at

revolution" he mentioned in his June

20 letter to Seltzer. So it seems the

novel is about a revolution that does

not happen. Is it now stretching
things too far to go on to deduce - as

the "Darroch Thesis" maintains - that

t.
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Barefoot Lawrence

ff onorary member (and agent for the Lawrence Estate) Gerald pollinger kindly
I I sent us pictures of an event that, alas, Rananirn lacks the resources to cover itself.

It was the unveiling of a new statue of Lawrence in the grounds of the D.H.
Lawrence Centre at the University of Nottingham, the event being held during a
one-day seminar at the Centre on Saturday, June 18, this year.

The handsome bronze shows Lawrence, on a pedestal, in a pensive, not to say

serious, mood with his rolled-up trousers and barefooted stance bespeaking of some
depiction, apparently, of an event in his life. Alas, we do not have details of what
this may be (a visit to Skegness, famous for its bracing seaside, perhaps?). We
know it could not have been the time when he went down to Wollongong, because
on that occasion he was wearing his socks, which a rogue wave overtook.

Alas, also, we are unable to say who executed the imposing work. We are.
however, blessed (by courtesy of Rosemary Howard, of our UK sister Society) with
further details of the unveiling ceremony itself.

It was a four-person effort, see picture, the tape-pullers being (left to right) Bert
Clarke (son of Ada Clarke, Lawrence's sister), Joan King (daughter of Emily King,
Lawrence's other sister), Louise Ncedham (grand-daughter of Margaret .,peggy,,

Needham, nee King), and Peggy Needham herself (sister of Joan and daughter ol
Emily - we hope r,,,e'r,e got that right.i.

Speeches were delivered by Peter Preston, convenor of the D.H.L. Centre, and
Professor John Worthen, Professor of DHL Stuclies at Nottingham University.

The "business'' part of the seminar was concerned with Lawrence,s Ietters - for
rvhose preservation and exceptional editing in the CUp eight-volume edition every
Larvrence scholar and enthusiast is eternally gratelul.

The paper-presenters were Prof essor J.T. Boulton (General Editor of the

Letters), Dr Dorothy Johnston and Dr Keith Sagar.

Kcrngaroo is about sontcthin or
somebody prevetrtirt g a revolution
that might happen in Australia.)

Following this lctter there is
another big gap - l5 days, trom22l6l
22 to 111 122 - belbre lve find anorher
mention of the novel. On I ll he

rvrites to Mountsier:

I have only two chapters to add to
tn1 norel Iie. "KJnci]r,,u is

Killed" and "Adieu Australia"l. I
think you'll dislike it and disap-
prove ol ir even ntore than you did
of Aorort. Can't bc neiped....ict us
have the typcd MS as soon as I gei
to America.

And he adds, rc his (now pcrhaps

slightly altered) plans fbr his "Ameri-
can novel":

I should like, if I could, to write a

New Mexico novel with Indians
in it. Wonderif it would be possible.

Trvo days later. on July 9. he

rvrites to Kot (havin-u referred. earlier
in thc letter. to "this famous U/r.sses".

lr'hich had just been published in
Paris):

I have ncarlv tinished my novel
hcre - but such a novel! Evcn the
Ulysseans will spit at it.

Not having read all of U/-ysses,

Lawrence could hardly have known
first hand many "Ulysscans". But
here he merely rnay tre ref"erring to

literury lbik who might praise new
(and even cxperirlental) rvorks. On

thc sanre day ,117 , he writes to MDL:

I have nearly done my novel:
slclr a novel.

Then there is a gap ol over a week

to llll/22, when he writes to
Mountsier:

I have packed up the MS of
Kangaroo and send it to you by
the Makura, via Vancouver. I
have no doubt you will dislike it
very much, and think it worse
eyenthanAaron. But again, be
patient.

He then tells Mountsier that he

wants to go through the MS in
America again, and for Mountsier to
send him any suggestions (re changes
in the novel), adding: "only be
patient even with things you don't
like". Then he goes on:

If possible, I should like to write an
American novel with Indians in it.

The next day he writes to Seltzer:

linished Kangaroo on Saturday [ie,
July 151. I don't suppose you'll
like it a bit.

On the same day he wrote to
MDL:

have done my novel, and have noth-
ing further to do here.

Then on July 24 hc writcs to
Brewster's wife Achsah:

I wrote a sort of novel here - short -
you won't care for it at all. But this
bit of landscape and atmosphere
pretty clear.

Once more. this is an importanl
lettcr. Again, note the rel'erence to "a
sort of novel", reiterating some
deviation from orthodoxy. But the

significant words are "this bit of
landscape and atmosphere pretty
clear". Not only is the novel about
Australia, and about politics in
Australia. and about a revolution that
doesn't happen, but also, at least in
part, about the Australian landscape
and atntosphere (providing sornc
justif ication to Kangaroo 's interprc-
tation as "a novel olplace"). Yet not
any or all Australian landscape and

atmosphere - just "this bit", ie

Thirroul and Sydnei,. He goes on to
repeat that having done the novel he

is "out of *,ork until we sail" (though
in lhct he u'as probably translating
nrore Verga, probably Cavalleria

cortt'd over page
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THE EVIDENCE OF
THE LETTERS
cont'd frotn p l5
Rusticana).

This is his last mention of his
novel in any letter posted from
Australia. His final Australian letter
is to Kot on 8/8/22, a couple of days
before his August l1 departure: "We
are packed up, and go to Sydney
tomorrow - sail on Friday".

These extracts from Lawrence's
Australian letters should, I believe,
provide a gentle warning to those
who want to read into Kangaroo
anything very different from what he

himself says the novel is about -

Australian politics, and the landscape
and atmosphere around Thirroul and

parts of Sydney. Yet, fbr me, the

most interesting thing that comes out
of the above analysis is Lawrence's
numerous assertions thal Kangaroo is

different, odd, rum, unusual, unortho-
dox, even weird and queer. What is
he trying to say here? Given the

many repetitions, it must be some-
thing important. But it is by no
means obvious. Is there anything
else in the letters that might throw
some light on this nrystery'/

Perhaps there is. For when you
come to examine these Australian
letters more closely. you find
something most peculiar. Have you
noticed it? Consider - there are no
less Lhan 39 letters (which we know
about) v,rritten between the Mountsier
one of 26-3016/22 and the final one to
Kot on 818/22. Let us exclude from
this list three business letters. That
leaves 36. In24 of them Lawrence
mentions his novel (and each of the
24 is cited above). But note - not a

single one of the 24 is addressed 1o

anyone in Australia. Yet of those 36
original letters (several ol'which were
brief postcards and one a PS), seven

were to Australians. In other words.

Lawrence toid virtually every
overseas correspondent (from his
mother-in-law to the wife of his

former host in Ceylon) what he was

doing in Thiroul and Sydney -
writing a major novel about Australia
- but failed to infbrm any of his
Australian correspondents of this
interesting fact.

Raaaaz*

This is even stranger when you
consider who his Australian corre-
spondents were. You would have
thought that Mrs Jenkins, who
organised his visit to Australia, might
have been interested in Lawrence's
use of Australia in his next novel.
Certainly author and poet William
Siebenhaar would have been. So

would Katharine Susannah Prichard
and her husband. But Lawrence
omitted to mention to any of them, in
letters in which he canvassed

numerous literary matters, that he was

writing a novel about lheir country.
Why? Given their prirnacy in

such rnatters, perhaps we should look
at the letters again to see if they. too.
might provide us rvith an answer to
this anomaly. And maybe they do.

For. as well as the "weird" rnotif.
there is another repeating theme that

runs through Lawrencc's 36 Austral-
ian letters. Indeed. it is this thcrle
which has led to more confusion and

misunderstanding about Kan garoo
than any other aspect of La',vrence's

timc in Australia. And it revolves
around the dilficulty of squaring rvhat

Larvrence said in his letters about
what he r,"as doing in Austlalia. rvith
what we nor.v know he ntust have

been doing.

"Don't knou' a soul"

The coniusion besan earlr. Thc
iirst coliectron of Las rencc'\ lL-ttL-ri -

the Huxlel, edition - appeared in

1932. tu o r clrrs ul'ter Lrrr r'.'n. c .
death. It contained onlr three lcrrcrs
posted in Australia: one to his L K
agent Curtis Bro"vn (1rom Darlingron.
WA), one to N{rs Jenkins ("\1lr l:".
from ThirroLrl ) and the onc tir
Catherine Carsrvcll (June ll.
Thirroul).r In the Jenkins letter
Lawrencc told his erstwhile \\-A
hostess: "...hcrc don't knor.v a soul:

nor want to."
Not long alter Huxley, both

Frieda and N{DL published their o* n
memoirs oi Lawrencc. Both r,oluntes

featured new letters which repeated

the image of Lawrence's solitude in
Australia. In Lorenzo irt Tctos (1932),

MDL reproduced the letter Lawrence
wrote to her from Thinoul on 9/6122

in which he said: "Here I have not let
anybody know I am come." And in
Not I But The Wind ( 1934), Frieda
included the 1316122letter from
Lawrence to her sister Else Jaft'e in
which he said: "...we don't know a
soul on this side of the continent...For
the first time in my life I feel how
lovely it is to know nobody in the

whole country..."
It is little wonder that subsequent

biographers and critics took Lawrence
at his word about his apparent lack of
gregariousness whilc in Australia -
und particularly while he r.las in
Thirroul writing Kangaroo. Inhis
Introduction to the novel (which is
still in print). Richard Aldington
states cate,gorically: "in Australia
Larvrence met nobody socially".
After citing the "don't know a soul"
Jaffe letter, Aldington went on to lay
dorvn that "the namcd characters and

all that l.rappens with them were

imagined". And how could it have

been otherwise. if indeed Lawrence
met nobody locally?

This reliance on the letters' "don't
know a soul" message was exploited.
comparativcll, recently'. bi, British
scholar David Ellis in an arricle
(''Laurencc in Australia: The
Darroch Controversr " t puhlishcd in
the D.H. LL'it'.rettcc Rcrlr,rr in 1989.

Elli. i. ti',r- :ruthori>cJ Crnthrid_cc'

Unii cr.;it Pr;>: 'hi.rgrapher of
L.l',i r,'::,"'' > ;.;.r;;le ) r.ars - which
i.tiic> t:t :::..\u>lr.ilian sojourn - so his
rr':-.r'.i {,: ::-,J rcla\ ant "AuStralian"

,r-irJ:. :-.,.. ::i lorential to be influential.
I: ': .. DHLR article Ellis rc['erred

i, i^.-' .;\ -.r.Ll above-mentioned "don't
r: ,.i. -: ..,iri ' letters, going On to

:;-.:r:. .,,'th'-ir picture of Thirroul
., ..:*J.' irith a number of his oun
..ji:i.rrit-tl crarlples: "Here in
\ S \\ not l soul knows about lne"
Li.\ ic-nur- to Seltzer, 2116122); "We

i.,n't knorr one single soul - not a

\,-)ul -{rr.ncs to the house" (toKot,9lll
ll,: "...ue don't know anybody -

Jrrrr't \\ iint to - prefer it alone" (to
\lountsicr. llll 122): and "We
harcn't knor.vn a single soul here -
rrhich is really a reliel' (to Achsah
Bre\\stcr. )111 12\.

E,llis remarked that, faced r.vith

such evidence. "Darroch drew the
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only conclusion possible for
him...and decided that whar either of
the Lawrences say about their their
time there 'simply cannot be be-
lieved'." Ellis went on to ask,
rhetorically: "Why should Lawrence,
well before Kangaroo was published,
have taken such elaborate pains to
pull the wool over the eyes of
intimate friends and husiness ac-

quaintances who lived as far away as

Europe and America and had no
connection with Australia? That
procedure strikes me as too irrational
to be worth considering."

A good point, on the face of
things. And yet, also on the face of
things, it is nonsense. For Ellis
knows full well thatLawrence did
know a soul in Australia. He knew
tens, if not scores of souls. We don't
know the names of all of them, but
those we do know give the lie to this
simplistic reading of what Lawrence
says in his letters.

The list

It is worthwhile, in this contexr,
listing those Australian souls we
know about. In Western Australia we
know (mainly fiorn Nehls) thar he

met Mrs Jenkins, Eva May Gawler,
Mollie Skinner, her mother, her
crippled brother Jack, the Eusrace

Cohens, Nellie Beakbane. William
Siebenhaar, Mrs Zabel and Phyllis
Harrison (both of the Booklovers
Library). In Melbourne he stayed a
night with the Elder Walkers. In
Sydney he knew the Forresters and

the Marchbanks (at least). In
Thimoul he knew Dr Crossle. the
Callcott family and. almost certainlv,
a range of local tradespeople and

town identities (such as thc bespecta-
cled, gossipy Barber of Thirroul).

It might be argued that he did not
renew his acquaintanceship with the
Forresters and Marchbanks until afier
he finished Kctngaroo (around July
15). Nevcrtheless, in addition to the
above list, we now have good reason

to believe (and, fingers crossed, we
will soon have even better reason to
beiieve) that he also met a range of
other Sydney people: Gerald Hum,
Jock Garden, Jack Scott, Charles

Rosenthal, the Oatleys, and a number
of members of the Friend clan.
Whichever way you look at it, his
time in Australia - and particularly his

time in Thirroul and Sydney - was by no

means a lonely one. Rather the contrary.

So what didLawrence mean by
all this "don't know a soul" business?
Before we accuse him of dissembling,
it might be an idea to look more
carefully at the context of his numerous
"don't know a soul" remarks.

The first Australian reference we
have to Lawrence's expressed wish
"to be alone" comes in a little-known
article published in The Australian
Observer on July 24,1948 Mollie
Skinner, interviewed by WA journal-
ist Ted Mayman, recalled that at

Darlington Frieda had remarked to
Mollie's partner (in the Leithdale
guest-house business): "Miss
Beakbane, do you know who Law-
rence is? No, you do not know...He
is pleased."

Although it is not immediately
germane, it is also worth noting here
what Lawrence says in his pre-

Sydney letters about his current
writing intentions, or non-intentions.
The first refbrence is in a letter to Kot
written on the Malwa just after
leaving WA (2015122). Lawrence
says: "I'm not working - don't want
to." (Actually he probably wrzs

"working" - whatever he meant by
that word - fbr he was almost
certainly translating Verga.) On the

same day he wrote to the American
poet Amy Lowell: "l am enjoying
the face of the earth and letting my
Muse, dear Hussy, repent her ways.
'Get thee to a nunnery' I said to her.

Heaven knows if we shall ever see

her face again, unveiled, uncoiffed."
The same day he also wrote to
Achsah Brewster: "I am not thinking
of any work." And to Jan Juta: "I'm
not working - don't want to". Then,
as we have seen,just before Sydney,
he tells, abruptly, his U.S. agent
Mountsier: "I shall try New South
Wales, to see if I want to stop there
and write a novel." And he adds a PS

written in Thirroul: "l am going ro

try to write a romance - or begin one

- while I'm here and we are alone."
It is this last sentence that first

makes the connection between
Lawrence's writing intentions and his
being "alone". The next "alone"
reference comes in a letter written
almost certainly the same day to Mrs
Jenkirrs containing the words cited
above ("...here we don't know a soul:
nor want to"). However, Lawrence
says this in a particular context. He
is thanking Mrs Jenkins for her
efforts on his behalf: "You were so

awfully nice to us too - and here we
don't know a soul...I feel I simply
can't face knowing anybody". The
emphasis is Lawrence's.

Busy writing

Between June 3 and June 9
Lawrence wrote five letters. In none
did he refer to wanting to be alone
(though he implied he was alone,
apart from visiting tradespeople). He
seemed to be busy writing his book,
and enjoying the general ambiance of
Thirroul ("The people are all very
friendly," he wrote to his mother-in-
law, "yet foreign to me.") Then on
June t he writes suddenly and
emphatically to Mountsier: "Don't
tell anybody I am coming to
America. Don't let Seltzer either. I
don't want people to know." Again
the emphasis is Lawrence's. On the
same day he wrote, equally demand-
ingly, to MDL: "I wanr you please

not fLawrence's emphasisl to tell
anybody we are coming. Here I have
not let anybody know I am come - I
don't present any letters of introduc-
tion - there isn't a soul on this side of
Australia knows I am here, or knows
who I am. And that is how I prefer it.
It's a queer novel I'm writing...".

Surely it is now becoming clear
what Lawrence is referring to with
these repeated references to being
"alone" and to "knowing" people.
He gives the game arvay in the2\16122

letter to Seltzer, mentioned above:
"Here in N.S.W. not a soul knows
about me". The crucial word is
"about", just as, in the MDL letter
above, the crucial phrase is "or knows

who I am". The "knowing" refen to

anonymiry. not human contact.

However. there is an important

I

cont'd over page
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cont'd from pl7

TTIE EVIDENCE OF
TIIELETTERS

extra subtlety here. Lawrence
apparently is not so much concerned
about preventing people who already
know who he is from finding out ,.he

is come". No, he is primarily
interested in preventing people who
do not know who he is from finding
out.

He tells MDL on June 9: "I want
to be really apart from most people
[my emphasis] - same as here." On
June 21 he tells Seltzer: "...I don't
want any [his emphasis] strangers to
know [of his arrival in America], or
any foolish reporters." And on the
same day Frieda tells MDL: ,.We

don't know a soul here, rather fun -
nobody has'discovered' Lawrence"3.
(Or, one might add, discovered who
he is.)

In other words, Lawrence has
been incogniro in Australia - at least
as far as most people he has met are
concerneda. And he wants to remain
incognito after he arrives in America.
Why is he so insistent about this?
Could it be that the novel he planned
to write in America also required
him to be incognito?

The crucial question in all this is

exactly what Lawrence meant by
those enigmatic words he used in that
June 9 letter to his U.S. publisher,
Thomas Seltzer: "I should like very
much to write an American novel,
after this Australian onet on some-
thing the same lines." Which "lines,,
had he in mind? What might be the
connection, on the one hand, between
Lawrence not telling his Australian
contacts that he is writing a novel
about their country, and, on the other,
his wish that the local people he is
mixing with should remain unaware
of who he is and what he is doing? Is
he experimenting with some new
writing technique?

Ellis wound up his 1989 DILR
article by remarking: "It is not
merely where Lawrence went and
whom he met which is at issue here,
but also the nature of his imagina-
tion." Maybe. Re-reading his letters,
however, one is tempted to wonder, if
his imagination was so perky in
Australia, why did it insist going
round in mufti?

Finally, let us return to Ellis's
earlier comment that to him it was
"too irrational to be worth consider-
ing" that Lawrence would "pull the
wool" over the eyes of "intimate
friends and business acquaintances
who iived as far away as Europe and

America". It should now clear that
Lawrence did no such thing. People

have simply misunderstood what he
intended by "knowing". However, he
undoubtedly did pullthe wool over
the eyes of some people much closer
to him, in Australia, to whom he
owned no little debt of gratitude.

- Robert Darroch

ENDNOTES

l. If Lawrence is the imaginative writer,
nrnpareil, that so many claim he is (with
justification), then how could he get ..stuck"

when writing an imaginative novel, a,,thought-
adventure"? Surely his imagination could take
flight and simply sumount any temporary
obstacle. Lawrence being "stuck" in the
middle of ,(angaroo is something those who
interpret the the novel as primarily a product of
his imagination have to find an explanation
for.

2. Curiously, the 1932 Huxley lerers also
contained some pictures of Lawrence in
Australia, taken by A.D. Forrester. How these
crucial snapshots found their way into the book
- and what subsequently came of them - is an
intriguing mlstery.

3. However, it should also be pointed out that
even before arriving in Sydney Frieda had
written to MDL asking her not to let any
literary people know ofLawrence's projected
arrival in America. As well, Frieda mentioned
that he was writing a novel, in her letter to Mrs
Jenkins (undated but probably 3016122). She
did not however say what the novel was about.

4. In her autobiography, The Fifth Sparrow,
Mollie Skinner said: "The funny thing about
the Lawrences' stay at Leithdale was that they
liked not being known as celebrities. The only
person who knew that D.H. was a really great
writer was Katharine Susannah Prichard...,,,
And in Thirroul it was only q,hen Mrs Callcott,
the estate agent, found a magazine with an
article about Lawrence that she discovered the
identity of her recenr renanr at Wyewurk.

cont'dfromp ll

LAWRENCE AND TIIE
IIBLII SYNDROME

Now, Lawrence did not normally
rewrite by a simpte process of revising
earlier versions (though he did that as

well). Each version of ZCL was

completely rewritten, from start to
finish, afresh. He may not even have
had the earlier version at his side as he

rewrote, entire chapters being quite
different. So an original piece of
source material, such as aspects of
CBP, tended to be used separately and
lreshly in each version.

What is of special interest here is
his use of the word "eminence" in the
final version of LCL. In the first
version there is no reference at all to

Raratlt*

Wragby being on higher ground. It
does not even have a view. It gains one

in the second version (see above). the

house being "on an elevation". In the

third version, however, this is changed

to "on an eminence".

Thus Lawrence in his third
"revision" of the original CBP source

reverts to the original GBS wording:
"stood on an eminence surrounded by
hilly woodland" (my emphasis).

Contrary to what might be expected,

Lawrence, in this case at least, came

closer to the original source, or
inspiration, the more he revised and

rewrote.

This might seem a minor point. On

the contrary, it may be a significant

one. For in my analysis of the various
rer isions of Kangaroo I havq I believe,
come across a similar pattern. And the
pattern might extend to other of his
* orks. as well. If so, it could provide a

useful tool for helping to determine
rr'here Lawrence derived his source
material, and how he processed it
lnlo art. - Robert Daroch

ENDNOTES

l. It was first published in the socialist
magazine, To-day,in 1885-86. The author,
according to Professor Adams, later repudi-
ated the youthful work, saying admiration of it
was "the mark of a fool". Yet in l90l he
turned it into a play, with the interesting title
The Admirable Bashville.

2. He was, however, a well-educated BL, and
an author to boot.
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l@satrufuroul
An extract from John Ruffels' paper to the Collaroy Seminar

he reason I have chosen to
speak on "Holidaying at
Thirroul before World War l"

is that Thirroul was at its prime as a
holiday resort at that time. As Dr
Joseph Davis points out in his book
D.H. Lawrence at Thirroul, Thirroul
declined during World War I and
opened a railways goods yard and
became subject to noisy trains and a
layer of grime not noticed in its
halcyon pre-war days.

A descendant of the Irons family
who built Wyewurk, Nan Napier, told
me ol her time holidaying at
Wyewurk, remembering the long trip
down in a large car.

When electricity was installed at
Wyewurk, the Irons children would
return to the house in the evening,
where they were reminded to wash all
of the sand off their feet. This they
did at the tap of the large rain tank. If
the lights were switched on in the
house, they would receive an electric
shock when they touched the tank.
Mrs Napier recalls how dark the
interior of Wyewurk looked, espe-
cially before electricity was put on,
only Tilly lamps and kerosene
lanterns made the house inside look
distinctly dark. The children slept on
the sleep-out verandahs. All the girls
were on one side verandah, the boys
were on the other side of the house.

I also received the following letter
from Laurence G. Harrison which
gives a picture of family holidays at
Thirroul before World War l

(5
Our holidays at Thirroul started with

a train trip from Sydney which included a
stop at Waterfall station whilst a
character walked up-and-down with a
basket on his arm selling peanuts, blocks
of chocolate etc but calling out,
"Slipstone bananas and fried icecream!',
which we children thought marvellous.

We were also encouraged to ask him the
time and from an inside coat pocket he
would bring out a Westclox Big Ben on a
string. Its face would be at least five
inches diameter.

On arrival at Thirroul we would step
out and assemble the luggage and then
get into the horse-drawn vehicle, we
sitting inside facing each other. The
roads of course were dirt. The name of
the house we used to rent for the school
holidays was Wybalena.

Next door to Wybalena was a vacant
block in which grew long paspalum grass.
Of course we played near this and
regularly got ticks. One of the looked-for
activities was collecting blackberries.
We useci to pick enough for blackberry
pies, blackberryjam, and ofcourse to eat
fresh. The best ones were always a little
further than you could reach.

Over the railway line there was a

coalmine and the coal skips used to come
from that, across the railway line and go
down towards the Bellambi coal jetty.

As was the custom, a maid was taken
down, and was a great help in preparing
the food and looking after the children.
Our Ethel was a Salvation Army girl and
on Sundays used to put on her bonnet and
navy blue uniform and off she would go
to play the tambourine and sing. As
children we used to enjoy this immenseiy.

Next door to Wybalena, the Aspinali
family (of legal fame) came down and we
enjoyed being with their daughter Ailsa.
They also brought down with them Nancy
Alvarez and her son Jack. I have a very
vivid picture of my mother and Nancy
Alvarez, each in their neck-to-knee
costumes and my mother with a wide-
brimmed floppy hat, hoiding each orher,s
hands, up to their knees in waves,
bobbing up and down to let the bigger
waves break over them. I do not remember
any ladies shooting the breakers.

Before we four children were allowed
to go into the sea, Father always painted
us with his coconut oil as we all had fair
skin. This was to stop us from burning. I
do remember on one trip that the back of
our legs got so sunburnt that my brother
and I had to stay in bed for a few days
until the excessive swelling went down.
In order to cover up ftom burning sun all
the family wore dressing gowns from the
house down to the beach. When we
played on the beach we took clown our

buckets and spades. We always enjoyed
a visit from an uncle who used to take us
for a walk on the "Money Beach". He
used to arm himself beforehand with a
bag of small coins, draw our attention to
something and then throw one or two of
them ahead so we could pick them up.
He would repeat this process until he had
scattered all the coins.

We used to get up early in the
mornings and play busily all day and
went to bed early at night. The children
all slept in rows on the verandah. On the
eve of Christmas we would put pillow
slips at the end of the bed and get up
early in the morning to see what Santa
Claus had brought us. Clrristmas Day
dinner was a hot meal. On one of our
visits we had a live goose and it was kept
in a small yard. It was a great trouble to
catch as the goose would peck hard and
couid give a nasty wound. The goose lost
and also iost its head.

The puddings were always made
ahead in a floured cloth and brought
down from Sydney. One year a pudding
was hung in the laundry and my brother
and I found that by standing on a chair
we could reach it, take a generous
mouthful of the cloth, munch and then
pull hard and get a lovely flavour of
currants etc. Mother was not pleased!

The Post Office was near the railway
station and opposite was the general
store. They sold everything from a

needle to a bathing cap and also
icecream. These were quite a novelty in
those days. The store used to deliver any
goods that we requested. The lishermen
used to come round early in the morning
offering their catch and the garlish were
given to the children - good flavour but
very small bones which had to be very
carefully removed.

This is about all I remember about the
pre-World War 1 visits to Thirroul. Later
I used to go down and stay with the
Wilkinsons, who used to take a house and
the Friend family took one nearby. Not
far away was Laurie Le Gay Brereton
from Sydney University English
department...

The Friend family was associated
with the W.S. Friend hardware ware-
house in York Street Sydney behind the
Queen Victoria building.

))
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LA\ryRTNCE AT DUNTROON
The D. H. Lawrence Collection at the ADEA Library: A Listing

of Holdings of
Lawrence's Works, lg37-93

Aaron's Rod. London. Heinemann 1954. 2gO
p. First published 1922.The phoenix Edition
of D.H. Lawrence.

Aaron's Rod. Edited by Mara Kalnins.
1988. Cambridge Edition ofthe Letters and
Works of D.H. Lawrence. xliv, 353 p.

Apocalypse. Introduction by Richard
Aldington. Harmondsworth. penguin 1974,
xxvii, 126 p. 'First published 1931,.

Apocalypse and the lUritings ott
Revelation. Edited by Mara Kalnins.
Cambridge. Cambridge University press 1990.
xiii,249 p. The Cambridge Edition of the
Letters and Works of D.H. Lawrence.

Tlte Boy itt tlte Buslt. With M.L. Skinner.
Edited by Paul Eggert. 1990. lxiii,497 p. The
Cambridge Edition of the Letters and Works
of D.H. Lawrence.

The Boy itt the Buslt. With M.L. Skinner.
South Melbourne. Macmillan 1980, xxi, 276
p. First published: London: Secker, 1924.
Dustjacket subtitle: The Forgotten Australian
Novel.

The ColLected Lefiers of D.H. Itwrent.e.
Edted with an inrroducrion by Harry
T Moore. London. Heinemann 1962.2 v
I 307p.

Tlte Contplete Plats oJ'D.H. Lavrent:e.
London. Heinemann 1965,558 p. Contents:
The Widotrirtg oJ'trlrs. Holrotd - Duvid - Ttte
Itlnrried lllttn - Tlrc Dauglter-in-Luw - Tlte
Figltt Jbr llarbara - Tttut lt und Go - The
lll e r rt - G o - R o u tt d -,\ C o l l i e r' s F r i dar. N i g ltt -
.llriru.l, ..\i,,r/r's f/r,r,,/.

Tlrc Contplere Poert.s o.f D.H. LLt\ren(.e.
Collected and edited sirh an introduction hr
Vrr ien de Sola Pinro unJ \\ urrcn Robcn..
London. Heinenrann 196-1. I v l0il p. : iil

The Crtntplete Sllrirl .\'rrr e/s Edrred u rllt
an introduction and notes br Keirh Sasar rnl
Melis:e Panndgc. Hcrntnnd.uonh. PJnsuir
1982.616 p,

D.H. Ltwrence, Ce Cuhier a etd drri.qi
por Ginette Kutz-Ro.t et lfitriant Librath.
Paris. Editions de I'Herne 1988, 396 p. tl6l p
of plates : ill. Includes bibliographical
references and selections of Lawrence's workc
translated into French.

D.H. lttwrence and ltaly.lntroduction by
Anthony Burgess. New York. Penguin, 1985,
xiii, 168, 205, I 15 p. Contents: Twilight in
Italy - Sea and Sardinia -Etruscan places.

D.H. Ittwrence : Selected Poems. Edited
by Jan Todd. Oxford. Oxford University press
1993, vii, 184 p.

D.H. Itwrence: Selected Poetry and Non-
Fictional Prose.Edited by John Lucas. 1990,
viii, 258 p.

D.H. hwrence's Stories, Essays and
Poems. EAitel with an introduction by Desmond
Hawkins.l-ondon. Dent 1974, xiv,412 p.

D.H. ltwrence's The Virgin and the
Gypsy [sic]. London. Kenwood Films Ltd.
1970. I videocasserte ( 95 min.) (VHS).
Screenplay, Alan Platter.

En gland, My England. Harmondsworth.
Penguin 1960, 190 p.'First published 1922'.

England, My England and Other Stories.

Edited by Bruce Steele. 1990, li, 285 p. The
Cambridge Edition of the Letters and Works
of D.H. Lawrence.

The Escaped Cocl<. Edited with a
commentary by Gerald M. Lacy. Los Angeles
Black Sparrow Press 1973, 170 p. Contents:
Partl.The Escaped Cock.part II. Leners
relating to The Escaped Coc,t. Appendix:
Complete list of Lawrence letters ieferring to
The Escttped Cock. Original short story
version of Part l. Tlte Escaped Ccrc,t reprinted
from the Foruorr, February,192g.

Elruscttrt P1rice.r. Introduction bv
Laurence Durrell. photographs by Gonard
von N{att. London. Folio Society 1972,157 p.
: illus.. rnap (on lining papers). port. Reprini
of the I 932 edition published by Secker,
London.

Etruscan Places. Edited by Giovanni
Kezich and Marco Lorenzini. London. Olive
Press in association with Nuova Immagine
Editrice 1986, 178 p., t64l p. ofplates : ill.,
maps. First published: London: Secker. 1932.

Et ru s c an Places. Harmondsworth,
Penguin in association with Heinemann 1950.
169 p. : ill. First published 1932.

Fturtttsitr of tlte Unconstious, antl,
P.r.rr /rpnri,r1.r'srs ttnd tlte I !11 1r1;.si l1r11r.
Nlelbourne. Heinemann 1961.2.19 p. First
published separarely 1923. The phoenix
Edrtion of D. H. Laq rence.

I lte First Inlt Cltatterlet. Australian
edition based on rhe original Arnerican
edrtion. 51 dner . Dial Press/perer Huston
l9 j-1.. -1ll p. 'This cdition diifers slightly, from
the .,rreinel .{nterican rersion. published by
Drr, Prc., rn rhrt u lcrr 11in91 e\purgations
h.r'. e bccn iliJc in order to conform with local
rc,l i; 13 nl!'!t i'

F, ,er.,,,,1 ii) Pdnsies. Introduction hv
K.il: Sri:r \1ar)borough, Wiltshire. Libanus
Pi:.< i!:.. ! p. Linrrted edition of200
n:;ntbcr.-,1 .'..fici.

Ti:e F,,.t d Tlte I'irgin und the Gyps|..
Lin,i!)n Heinentannn Educational 19i l, 69,
!lp

KLitt',l.ir()(). HarmOndswOrth. Penguin in
assciation *irh Heinemann, 1950. Reprint
I 98 l. 39J p.

K tut.s d r o o. Victoria. Fitmpac Holdings
197. I rideocasserre (VHS) (ca. 100 min.).
Ross Dintsel [producer]. Tim Burstall
Idirector].

Itdt Cltutterlet's Lot'er. Second edition
*ith an introduction b1' Richard Hoggart.
Harmondsxonh. Penguin 1961, 317 p.

Lady C luttterlet's Lorer. Unexpurgated
edition. Tokvo. Rockmay Press 1956,379 p.

Lady Chatterlet's Loter. Introduction by
Mark Schorer. New York. Crove, 1959,36g p.
The third manuscript version, first published
by Giuseppe Orioli, Florence, 1928.

Lody Chatterley's Lover. First Ace Books
edition. London. Harborough 1958, 315 p.
'Bound edition first pubtished in England by
William Heinemann Limited, London, 1932'.

Lad/- Chaterley's Lover.. prefaced by
D.H. Lawrence's Apropos of Lady

he first instalment of this listing in
the June I 994 issue of Rananim
listed 70 items by Lawrence

published prior to 1937 held by the
ADFA Library in Canberra. Mosr of them
were coilected following the DHL
centenary exhibition at the Library in
1985. The present listing ofholdings of
works by Lawrence published in the
period 1937-93 consists of another 90
items, some of them multi-volume and a

few being film versions. Works about
Lawrence held by the Library number
over 300. (They are not listed here.) The
Library at ADFA is open ro rhe public
and borrowing privileges are obtainable
on certain conditions (apply to the
Librarian). Its holdings, with the
exception of materials in its Special
collections (MSS and rare books), can
also be accessed via interlibrary loan.

Having been responsible for recom-
mending most of the Lawrence pur-
chases, I am keen to see the collection
used as the natural first port of call for
people doing extensive study of Law-
rence - or simply seeking an elusive
volume. Christopher Pollnitz, ol the
University of Newcastle, was recently
delighted to find that the collection
contained the first American edition of
Amores (1916), a wartime volume which
he needed for the Cambridge edition of
Lawrence's complete poetry he is
preparing with Carole Ferrier (University
of Queensland).

I suspect that ADFA has the largest
public collection of Lawrence's works in
the country but, whether or not it has, it
would be good to see its gaps filled.
Donations of coliections under the tax
incentives scheme or offers of sale of
individual volumes are welcome.

- Paul Eggert

Raraire
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Chatterley's Lover.1993,1x,462 p. : maps.
Includes bibliographical references, p. 339-
372. 2nd work originally published: London.
Mandrake, 1930. The Cambridge Edition of
the ktters and Works of D.H. Lawrence.

Iady Chatterley's Lover: prefaced by
D.H. Lawrence's Apropos of lttdy
Chatterley's Lover. London. Heinemann 1961,
364 p. First published 1930. The phoenix
Edition of D.H. Lawrence.

Lawrence in Love: Letters to Louie
Burrrows. Edited with introduction and notes
by James T. Boulton. Nottingham. University
ofNottingham 1968, xxviii, 182 p. : plate,
port.

Lawrence on Hardy and painting: Study
of Thomas Hardy and Introduction to These
Paintings. Edited with an introduction by J.V.
Davies. London. Heinemann Educational
1973,161,168 p. Two essays originally
published in Phoenix in 1936.

Letters from a Publisher : Martin Secker
to D. H. Lawrence & Others, l9l l-1929.
London. Enitharmon P. 19j0, l5l, v,44 p.,
plate : port. 'This edition is limited to 3j0
copies.'

The Letters of D.H. l,awrence. Edited by
James T. Boulton et al.. 1979 - v. 1-7 : ill.
Includes bibliographical references and
indexes. Contents: v. 1. September 1901-May
1913.- v. 2. June 1913-October 1916.- v. 3.
October 1 9 1 6 - June 1921.- v. 4. lune 1921 -
March 1924 - v. 5. March 1924-March l92i -
v. 6. March 1927-November 1928 - v.'7.
November 1928-February 1930. Editors: v.2.
George J. Zytaruk and James T. Boulton - v.
3. James T. Boulton and Andrew Robertson -
v. 4. Warren Roberts, James T. Boulton and
Elizabeth Mansfield - v. 5. James T. Boulton
and Lindeth Vasey - v. 6. James J. Boulton
and Margaret H. Boulton with Gerlad M.
Lacey - v. 7. Keith Sagar and James T.
Boulton. Jhe Cambridge Edition of the Letters
and Workl of D.H. Lawrence.

Letters to Thomas and Adele Seltzer.
Edited by Gerald M. Lacy. Santa Barbara, CA.
Black Sparrow Press 1976, xiv,2B4p.

The Lost Giri. Edited by John Worthen.
Cambridge. Cambridge University press 19g1,
lvii, 426 p. The Cambridge Edition of the
Letters and Works of D.H. Lawrence.

Tlte Lost Girl. London. Heinemann 1955,
351 . First published 1920. The phoenix
Edition of D.H. Lawrence.

Love Among the Haysracks and Other
Storles. Edited by John Wor-then. 1987, xlix,
289 p. : maps. The Cambridge Edition of the
Letters and Works of D.H. Lawrence.

Memoir of Maurice Ma14nus. Edited by
Keith Cushman. Santa Rosa [Calif.]. Black
Sparrow Press 1987, 153 p., t12l p. ofplates:
ill. Bibliography: p. 149-152. ,Including D.H.
Lawrence and Maurice Magnus: a plea for
Better Manners by Norman Douglas;
Lawrence's letter to the New Statesman, 20
February 1926; excerpts from Dregs:
Experiences of an American in the Foreign
I-egion by Maurice Magnus'.

The Merry-Go-Round: A Play in Five
Acts. First edition. Charlottesville. Ifte
Virginia Quarterly Revien,. (A Supplement to
the Christnns Number). Winter 1941.

Mornings in Mexico, and Etruscan
PkLces. Withan introduction by Richard
Aldington. London. Heinemann 1970. The
Phoenix Edition of D.H. Lawrence.

Moventents in European Hi.slory-. Edited
by Philip Crumpton, 1989. Includes index.
The Cambridge Edition of the Letters and
Works of D.H. Lawrence.

Movements in European History. London.
Oxford University Press 1971, xxviii, 336,
[5] p. : maps, plans.

Mr Noon. Edited by Lindeth Vasey.

Cambridge. Cambridge University press 19g4,
xliv, 370 p. The Cambridge Edition of the
Letters and Works of D.H. Lawrence.

The Pe4guin Great Novels of D.H
Lawrence. Harmondsworth. penguin 19g4,
1076 p. Contents:. Sons and Lovers - The
Rainbow - Women in Love.

Phoenix. Introduction by Edward D.
McDonald. Geneva. Published bv Edito-
Service by iurangements with Heinemann
1960, 2 v. Spine title: Complete Worl<s / D.H.
lawrence. 'A collection distributed by Heron
Books'.

Phoenix II: Uncollected, I:Inpublished and
Other Prose Works by D.H. lawrence.
Collected and edited with an introduction and
notes by Warren Roberts and Harry T. Moore.
London. Heinemann 1968, xv, 640 p. The
Phoenix Edition of D.H. Lawrence.

T he P lume d Se rpent. Harmondsworth.
Penguin, 1955. First published 1926.

The P lumed Serpent ( Quetzalcoatl). Edited
by L.D. Clark. 1987, xlvii, 569 p., t2l p. of
plates : maps. The Cambridge Edition of the
IJtters and Works of D.H. Lawrence.

The Poems of D.H. Itwrence : 40 poems.
Selected and read by Keith Sagar with linking
commentaries. Manchester [Eng.]. Extra-mural
Dept., Manchester University 1993, 2 sound
cassettes (ca. 120 min.).

The Prussian Oficer, and Other Stories.
Edited by John Worthen. Cambridge.
Cambridge University Press 1983, lv,303 p.
The Cambridge Edition of the Letters and
Works of D.H. Lawrence.

The Quest for Rananim : D. H. lnw-
rence's Letters to S. S. Kotelianslcy, l9l4 to
1930. Edited with an introduction by George J.
Zytaruk. Montreal. McGill-Queen's University
Press 1970. xxxvii. 433 p. : facsims., pons.

THE COLLECTION. ...

The Rainbow. Introduction by Richard
Aldington. London. Heinemann 1955, xi,495
p. First published 1915. The phoenix Edition
of D.H. Lawrence.

The Rainbow. Harmondsworth. penguin
1949,495 p.

The Rainbow. Edited by Mark Kinkead-
Weekes. 1989, lxxvi, 672p.The Cambridge
Edition of the Letters and Works of D.H.
Lawrence.

ReJlections on the Death ofa porcupine
and Other Essays. Edited by Michael Herbert.
1987 , 492 p. The Cambridge Edition of the
lrtters and Works of D.H. Lawrence.

Sea and Sardinid. Introduction by Richard
Aldington. London. Heinemann 1956, x,205p.
First published 1921. The Phoenix Edition of
D.H. Lawrence.

Se lected Essays. Harmondsworth. penguin
in association with Heinemann 1950, 351 p.

Selected Literary Criticism. Edited by
Anthony Beal. Melbourne. Heinemann 1955.

Selected Poems. Edited and with an
introduction by Keith Sagar. Harmondsworth.
Penguin 1972,269 p. Includes index.

Selected Poems. Selected and with an
introduction by W. E. Williams.
Harmondsworth. Penguin in association with
Heinemann 1950, 159 p.

Selected Poems of D.H. l,owrence. Edited
with an introduction by James Reeves.
London. Heinemann 1951,78 p.

Sex, Literature and Censorship: Essays by
D.H.l,awrence. Edited by H.T. Moore.
Introductions by H.T. Moore and H.F.
Rubinstein. London. Heinemann 1955,269 p.

The Ship of Death & Other poems.

London. Faber 1941, 80 p.
The Short Novels. London. Heinenann

1956,2v. Contents: v. l. Love Antong the
Haystacks - The Ladybird - The Fox - The

Captain's Doll - v.2. St. Mawr - The Virgin
and the Gipsy -The ManWho Died.Thi
Phoenix Edition of D.H. Lawrence.

Short Stories. Selected and introduced by
Stephen Gill. London. Dent l9gl, xliii,456 p.

Sketches ofEtruscan places : and Othei
Italian Essays. Edited by Simonetta de
Filippis. 1992, lxxiii,387 p. : ill. maps. The
Cambridge Edition of the Lrtters and Works
of D.H. Lawrence.

Sons and Lovers. London. Heinemann
1974,42O p. First published 1913.

Sons and Lovers. Edited by Helen and
Carl Baron. 1992, lxxxi,675 p. The Cam-
bridge Edition of the l,etters and Works of
D.H. Lawrence.

Sons and Lovers : a Facsimile ofthe
Manuscript. D. H. Lawrence, edited and with
an introduction by Mark Schorer. Berkeley.
University of California press 1977, 624 p.

St. Mawr and Other Stories. Edited bv
Brian Finney. Cambridge. Cambridge
University Press 1983, xliii, 270 p. Conrents:
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f\ arlington. in the Darling Ranges

l-f uooui l5 mrles east or Pefln. rs.

of course, known to Lawrence enthusiasts

around the world as the place he stayed at

during most o[ his brief stopover in
Westem Australia inMay 1922.

What is not so well-realised is that
Darlington is a wine-growing place. In
fact, Leithdale, where Law-
rence and Frieda were put up in
Darlington, was originally part
of a large estate, which was
primarily a vineyard. Today,
winegrowing has returned to
Darlington and the other majo(
attraction of the town - which
itself is a most attractive
holiday-in-the-hills environ-
ment - is the vineyard, called
Darlington Estate Winery, and

its attached restaurant.

Now, DHL journals do not
usually run to restaurant
reviews. But the fact that
Darlington can now boast one

of Western Australia's most
pleasant eateries - and

drinkeries - is something worth
recording in a Lawrence-
interest context (we Lawrence
enthusiasts are occasionally known to
indulge our tastes in this important
regard).

The Darlington Estate winery is at the

top of Mills Road, just above Lawrence
Close (yes - D.H.). Accompanied by the

new Hon Secretary of the DHL Society
of Australia, Margaret Jones, and my
wife, Sandra Jobson, we stumbled upon
the winery almost by accident during our
quest for the elusive Old Dairy (see page 4).

You turn right where the bitumen
ends, on to a bright orange dirt road
(signposted: Winery entrance 400
metres). Turn left at the end, down a
short drive, and you come to a vista that
opens up before you and warms the spirit
of the most blase visitor.

An oblong stone and wood house -

looking rather like a mountain chalet - is
set on the edge of a hill overlooking
several acres of rolling vineyard, with
larger examples of the Perth Hills rising
beyond. Outdoors there are various

terraces, with tables laid in warmer
weather, which in Perth means most of
the year. Inside are several rooms laid
out as a restaurant, with glass doors
leading to the winery proper, and also to
the kitchen. In the main room is a bar or
tasting station, and a large central
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fireplace which operates on the cooler
winter days. Paintings by WA artist
David Gregson hang on the walls.

Open mainly for lunch (Thursdays to
Sunday, dinner Saturdays only), the

establishment, winery and restaurant, is run

by a Dutch couple, Balt and Francesca van de

Meer, who took over Darlington Estate in

1983, adding the neartry Woodthorpe

Vineyard in 1987.

Their wines are surprisingly good.

though fairly light. The food, at least that

which we had, was dxcellent. But it is
more the combination of ambience. food

and wine that makes the place so pleasant

to visit. (The three of us had a very

acceptable mulligatawny soup, an

interesting plate of antipasto and a

pungent pate, accompanied t'y a particularly

fragrant sauvignon blanc - WA's best wine -

and a fruity Shiraz<ab.sav.)

That visit was for Sunday lunch. Had

we known, we would have come the

following Saturday night, when a string
quartet would have been playing. With
the fire roaring, and Mozart in the

background, there cannot be too many
more pleasant ways to wile away a winter
weekend evening in Perth.

Yet at night you would miss the view
out on to the waving rows of vines,

which in the warrner months, at lunch

outdoors, might be a sight you would
need a Lawrence to dojustice to.

Actually, the most Pleasant thing
about the place is that it is there at all, for
most of WA's wineries (the State

produces 27oof Australia's wine) are

either several miles down in the Swan

Valley, or 200 miles to the south in the

Margaret River wine district. To be

frank, the serious wine buff can give the

Swan Valley a miss, for if you blink you
would miss it. The Margaret River is

another story, however, and probably
constitutes the state's major lourist
attraction, at least for those visitors of a

hedonistic bent. Which
again makes Darlington
Winery such a pleasant

di scovery.
I suppose the Villa

Mirenda, south of Florence,
where Lawrence stayed in
1926 and 1927, might have

been something like this
Ithough more primitivc ol
course). There Lawrence,
while writing the several
versions of his most
infamous book (sce page

10). enjoyed the simple local
food and the peasant wine.
(Yes. he liked his drop).
One might even speculate -
and I know that's a dangerous

thing to do - that while at

Darlington in 1922 Lawrence

might have sampled the local

wine, for the Darlington vineyards were stiil

active in the 192&.
To imagine Lawrence sitting on the

verandrh ol Leithdale. sipping r
Darlington rvhite on a late autumn
afternoon in \la1' 1922, looking out
across *hat still must have been
paddocks of vines. and then further on

the flat plarn of the Swan Valley, and the

lou outline of the city olPerth in the

distance. with the sounds of strange birds
and animals around him, constitutes a

be_euiling image. Perhaps it is no
wonder he formed such a good impres-
sion of both Darlington and even of
Australia, too.

One would not, of course, want to
see a boots-and-all exploitation of
Lawrence in Darlington. One Lawrence
Close is quite sufficient. However, a

small, select edition of the Darlington
Estate wines, incorporating the local
Lawrence connection, would not perhaps

go amiss. It is certainly something worth
our Society looking into. Maybe we could
run a small competition for an appropriate

label and some apt appellations.

To start you off I propose Boy in the

Bush Blanc. I am instructed that Kanga
Rouge is too much of a pun.

' Robert Darroch
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About the D.H. Lawrence Societyof Australia

The aims of the D.H. Lawrence
Society of Australia are to foster
interest in Lawrence generally,
and his time Australia, and also to
promote the preservation of
Wyewurk, the house where he
stayed at Thirroul, and which is
portrayed in Kangaroo. the
Society plans to arrange regular
meetings, seminars and outings,
and will also publish three issues
annually of its journal, Rananim.

lf you are not already a member,
or if you know somebody who
would like to join, please fill in the
form and send it with a cheque
for $30 (A$50 for overseas
members) to the Secretary, D.H.
Lawrence Society of Australia, PO
Box 100, Millers Point, NSW 2000.
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I MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM I

THE D.H. LAWRENCE SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA
PO BOX 1OO, MITLERS POINT, NSW 2OOO, AUSTRALIA
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ADDRESS:

POSTCODE:
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Is Lawrence Dinki Di?
ls Kangaroo an Australian novel?

Is Kangaroo part of "Australian
literature"?

Professor J.I.M. Stewart's famous

words on the subject are well-known.
(He said words to the effect that he

was grateful to the Commonwealth
Literary Fund - 1940s precursor ofthe
Literature Board - for providing the

funds for his inaugural CLF lecture,
but since they had omitted to also
provide him with any Australian
literature, he would be obliged to
deliver a lecture on D.H. Lawrence's
Kangaroo.)

Of course, it was a joke. Alas, as

the years passed thejoke turned in to
a "pommy's jibe".

Today Stewart's words have

become almost a rallying point for a

new brand of Australian literary
nationalism. To praise Kangaroo is
regarded almost as a cultural capital
offence. The wheel has not orrly
turned but is churning vigorously in
the opposite direction.

Still, the question remains: is

Kangaroo an "Australlian novel"?

What constitutes an Australian

novel?

The question has become

suddenly topicaf. with a vigorous

current debate about the parameters

of the important, and lucrative Miles
Franklin Literary Prize, probably

Australia's most esteemed fiction
award.

Who Roo?

Melbourne author John Bryson

who wrote Evil Angels (re the

"Dingo Bahy Case"), has written a
new novel set in Spain. Is r, an

"Australian novel"?

Not according to the terms of the

Miles Franklin award, says the

Aus tralian I iterary columnist Peter

Craven. He points out that the award

is strictly for novels that depict
"Australian life". So Bryson's book

is, despite its exemplary political
correctness, apparently excluded.

On the other hand, works by non"

Australians about Australia would
seem to be included, Craven went on

to point out, adding: "it's cheering
to know that the judges would be

open to a latter-day Kangaroo".
Of course, Craven is being

sarcastic. Even if the Miles Franklin
were made retrospective, Lawrence
todav u'ouldn't stand a chance. He

might, houever. stiil have a show

*ith sharin3 the,trize with Mollie
Skinner.

Coming Up in
Fufure Issues

The lllyewurk Visitors' Book

First Encounters with Lady
Chatterley

The "Row in Towntt .
Lawrence as researcher

Kangaroo in Gourt: the
Battle for Wyewurk

Coverage ol Bruce Steele's
CUP Kangaroo

The Aldington-Lawlor
Correspondence
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